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SECTION I

College Personnel
ST ATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mrs. Edward L. Katzenbach, President ______________________________________ Princeton
William A. Sutherland, Vice-President ______________________________ Liberty Corner
Harvey Dembe _______________________________________________________________________________ Bayonne
Martin S. Fox ________________________________________________________________________________ Millburn
Mrs. R. Adam Johnstone ______________________________________________ Ho-Ho-Kus
J ohn F. Lynch ___________________________________________________________ Morristown
James W. Parker, Sr. ____________________________________________________________________Red Bank
Joseph L. Richmond ________________________________________________________________ Woodstown
Harry M. Seals ____________________________________________________________________________ Annandale
Jack Slater ____________________________________________________________________________ p aterson
George F. Smith ------------------------------------------------------------------ ew Brunswick
Commissioner of Education

Frederick M. Raubinger
Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education

Earl E. Mosier
Director of Teacher Education and Certification

Allan F. Rosebrock

ADMINISTRATORS OF THE COLLEGE

1855-1964
Stephen Congar --------------------------------------------George B. Sears -----------------------------------------------------------------------William . Barringer -----------···-·--------------------·-·--·----------------·--·
Charles B. Gilbert ---·----------------------William Spader Willis --------··-·········-···----··-···-···---------·-·-···-------Bertha R. Kain ------------------------------------------------------------M. Ernest Townsend ------------------------------------------------------Roy L. Shaffer _____________ -------------------------------------------------John B. Dougall ---------------------------------------------------Eugene G. Wilkins __________________ -------------------------------------------------9

1855-1859
1859-1877
1877-1896
1896-1897
1897 -1928
1928-1929
1929-1939
1940-1943
1944-1950
1950-

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION
Eugene G. Wilkins ________________________________________ President
Alton D. O'Brien
Dean of the College
Herbert W. Samenfeld ________________________
DP.an of Students
Robert F. Allen ___________________________ Chairman of Graduate Program
William P . Angers ____________________ Director of Counseling Services
P atricia B. Boyd _ _ _ ______________________________ Director of Residence
Armand Brillian te _______________________________________________________..£ ngineer-in-Charge
Wesley P . Daniels __________________________________________________________________________ Registrar
Clare Davies ---------------------------~Financial Aid Counselor
Betsy J . Davison _____________ Coordinator of Student Activities
James B. Day __________________ Chairman of Informational Services
Maurice R. Duperre ____________________________ Assistant Director of Admissions
Leo J . Elias ________________________________________ Evalziator of Field Service Division
Irwin Grace ____________________________ Evaluator of Field Service Division
Jane E. Guinnane ________________ Associate Chairman of Graduate Program
J anet G. Leonard ________________________________ Evaluator of Field Service Division
John S. Korley --------------------------------------------·--Business Manager
Jacques Loeliger __________________________________________ Assistant Director of Student
Teaching and Placement
Charles J . Longacre, Jr. ____________________________________ Director of Field Services
Betty Ann Metz ______________________ Evaluator of Fieul Service Division
Marion L. Parsons ___________________________ Assistant Director of Field Services
Executive Secretary, Alumni Association
John P. Ramos _____________ ________ Director of Student Teaching
and Placement
E. Theodore Stier __________________________________________________ Director of Admissions
Th omas B. Wilber ________________________________________________________ Graduate Evaluator
Muriel L. Wilhelm ______________________________________________ Assistant Registrar

GRADUATE COUNCIL
Rober t F. Allen - - - - · - - - - - - ______________________________ Chairman
Kenneth R. Benson ___________________
_ __________________ Member
Evelyn A. Coston ___________________________________Member
J ane E. Guinnane _____ ______
_____________________________________________ Member
Charles W. McCracken
________________ Member
Everett S. Ostrovsky
_______________________________________________________ Member
H. Willar d Stern
______________________________________ Member

COLLEGE . LIBRARY STAFF
J oseph W. Rendell _________________________________ _ _ _ _ College Librarian
Minnie Lipson ____________________________________ Technical Services Librarian
Margaret Manley _________________________ Assistant Catalogue Librarian

Otto H. Milo ____________________________________________ Catalogue Librarian
Lawrence R. Ress _____________________________________________ Reference Librarian
Sidney Smith __________________________________________ Curriculum Materials Consultant
M. Phyllis Tallerico ________________ Circulation Librarian
Gloria Valone _________________________________________Curriculzim Mate rials Librarian

DIRECTIONS FOR CORRESPONDENCE
Graduate degree programs and courses ________________________ Graduate Division
Part-time undergraduate degree and certification programs,
transcripts, and records ________________________________ Division of Field Services
Telephone: ELizabeth 4-5900
EWARK STATE COLLEGE
MORRIS
"ION,

A VENUE
EW JERSEY

GRADUATE FACULTY
DAYID S. ADLER -----···---------------··-----------·----·Adjunct Faculty
B.E., Fredonia tate College, Fredonia, N. Y.
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University, New York
ROBERT F . ALLEN - - - - - - - - - · - - - ~ rofessor of Psychology
Chairman of Graduate Program
B.Ed., State University of ew York, College of Education, Plattsburg
M.A., Ph.D., ew York University
JUUL v. R. ALTE A - - - - - - - - -~ rofessor of Comparative Education
B.A., 1.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
MARY M. BARTLETT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ rofessor of English
B.A., Barat College
M.A., Columbia University
KENNETH R. BENSO
__________ Professor of Outdoor Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., ew York University
ARNOLD B. CORTAZZO ----------------------------------~,djunct Faculty
B.A., Wagner Coll ege, Staten Island, N. Y.
M.A., Columbia niversity, ew York
CLIFFORD L. BUSH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .Professor of Education
Chairman of the Department of Education
B.Ed., Cortland late Teachers College, Cortland, 1• Y.
M.Ed., Alfred University
Ed.D., Syracuse University
ROBERT CHASNOFF _________________________ Professor of Elementary Education
B.A., University of Connecticut
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
EVELYN ANDREWS COSTON _________Assistant Professor of Music
B.S., J uilliard School of Music
M.A., Columbia University
GEORGE S. CURRIER - - - - - - - - - ~•ssistant Professor of English
B.S., Litt.M., University of Pittsburgh
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HOWARD F. DIDSBURY, Jn. --·············-····-······-·_Associate Professor of History
B.A., Yale University
M.A., Harvard University
Ph.D., The American University, Washington, D. C.

ELIZABETH A. HU TI GTO
B.S., Rutgers University
M.Ed., University of Maine
Ed.D., Columbia University

MATTHEW DOLKEY ·····-···-····- - - -·-······-······----·····Professor of English
Chairman of the Department of English
B.A., Wayne University
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

J OH C. HUTCHINSON ··-··· · · · · · · · - - - - · - - - -····Professor of Sociology
Chairman of the Department of History and Social Science
B.S., Rutgers University
M.A., Ph.D., ew York University

JAMES E. DORSEY · · - - - - - - -- - ······-··Associate Professor of Music
A.B., Lincoln University
Mus.B., M.A., University of P ennsylvania
Ed.D., Columbia University
Ph.D., University of P enn sylvania

JAMES E. JAN TAUSCH ········---------··-··········-Adjunct Faculty
B.S., M.Ed., Ed.D., Rutgers University

KATHLEE M. ECKHART ··········-··A ssociate Professor of Elementary Education
B.S., Ed .M., Rutgers University
CATHERYN T. EISENHARDT .......... Associate Professor of Elementary Education
Coordinator of Elementary Curriculums
B.A., ew York University
M.S., Slate Teachers College, ewark
Ed.D., ew York University
JOSEPH ERRINGTON ··········-··------Associate Professor of Health and
Physical Education
B.P.H.E. , University of Toronto , Canada
M.Sc., P.E.D., Indiana University
RYCHARD FI 1K - - - - - · - - - - - - ··--··- - Professor of Philosophy
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., New York University
I
REGINA H. GARB ····-···-···---B.S., ewark State Teachers College
M.A., ew York University
Ed.D., Columbia University

_____ Professor of Math ematics

WILEY S. GARRETT -·-·-··-··----····-········-······- -A.B., M.A., West Virginia University

......._Adjunct Faculty

GEORGE W. GENS -----····-······-············-·Professor of Sp ecial Education
Director of Speech and H earing Services
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan
JA EE. GUI
ANE --·· - - - - - - -Associate Chairman of Graduate Program
B.S., University of Mi chigan
M.S., Cornell University
Ed.D., Florida State University

··-··-··-···-Professor of Education

JOSEPH T. HA COCK _ _ _ _ • ·---··-··-··-Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., M.Ed., D.Ed., Rutgers University
ALLE J. HA SEN ····--········-····-·····Associate Professor of S econdary Education
(On Leave)
B.S., Wittenberg University
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., University of Wyoming
JOYCE HELLER
B.S., Syracuse University
M.A., Brooklyn College

· -········Adjunct Faculty
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- -- - - - - - - - - - ~,djunct Faculty

ETH A. JOB - · - · · · - - - - - - - - - - · · ··-·-··-··-····-······Adjunct Faculty
B.S., Stale Teachers College, J ersey City
M.A., ew York University
Ed.D., ew York University

MARTIN R. KATZ ····································-············---················Adjunct Faculty
B.A., Yale University
M.A., Stanford University
Ed .D., Harvard University
EDWARD LACROSSE
- - - - - · · · ·Professor of Special Education
B.S. , Univer ity of Washin gton , Seattle
Ed.M., Wes tern Washin gton College, Bellingham, Washington
Ed.D., Columbia Un iversity
HERBERT ROY LICHTMAN ········- ·······- ···-··-······ ----··-····Adjunct Faculty
B.A., Brookl yn College
M.A., ew York University
BETTY L. LI THICUM ··----··········-······---·-Associate Professor of Biology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan
ROCCO E. LORUSSO -················ ------····-········- Professor of Education
B.S., ew Jersey State Teachers College, ewark
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., Un iversity of Maryland
SAMUEL LOURIE ---················--·····----········Associate Professor of English
B.A., M.S., City College of ew York
CHARLES W. McCRACKEN -·······-------···-····· Professor of Education
B.A., Duke University
M.S., University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D ., Ohio State University
DONALD MERACHNIK ····-········-·····-····B.A., Upsal a College
M.S., City College of New York
Ph.D., ew York University

--

_ _ _ _,,djwict Faculty

MURIEL MORGAN ··-·················-··········-···········-·A ssistant Professor of Psychology
B.S., Gorham Teachers College
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
ZITA NORWALK.POLSKY ·-·············Assistant Professor II of Child Development
B.S., M.A., ew York University
JOH

G. ODGERS ····-···-···--··············- -- - -- - - - · · - · ·Adjunct Faculty
B.A., Heidelberg College, Tiffin, Ohio
M.A., Ohio State Un iversity
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JOHN H. O'MEARA ····-·····-·--········-··-··-----Irofessor of Library Science
Curriculum Materials Consultant
B.A., Manhattan College
M.A., iagara Un iversity
Ed.D., ew York University
EVERETTS. OSTROVSKY _ _ _ _ _ _ _Associate Professor of Education
B.A., San Francisco State College
M.A., ew York University
Dr. de l'Univ. de Paris, Univer ity of Paris (Sorbonne)

. THOMASON .. _ _ _ _ _ __________.Professor of English
EDWI
B.A., Wofford College
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
ISRAEL TUMIN ··-··-··-·-··-·
B.A., Brooklyn College
M.A., State Teachers College, Montclair

··--·--Adjunct Faculty

SAM EL M. VALLA ___________ Associate Professor of Educatioti
B.S., University of ebraska
M.A., University of Detroit

SAUL PILNICK ··--······----···-·-······ - · - - - - - - -.n.djunct Faculty
B.A., Brooklyn College
M.S., Columbia University

BERTRAM VOGEL - - · - - · - - - - - - ·········-·Professor of Psychology
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., New York University

DO ALD R. RAICHLE ···-····--···-----------' rofessor of History
B.B.A., City College of ew York
M.A., Ph .D., Columbia University

EV A BOND WAGNER -·······-····-········-·····-··· _ _ _ _ Professor of Psyc hology
B.S., Columbia University
M.S., niversity of Alabama
Ph.D., Colwnbia University

LOUIS E. RATHS - - - - - · - · - ·Distinguished Service Professor of Education
A.B., Antioch College
A.M., University of Chicago
Ph.D., Ohio State University

SELMA WASSERMANN ··········-····--····---~•ssociate Professor of Education
B.S., M.S., City College of New York
Ed.D., New York University

JOSEPH W. RENDELL · · - - - - - · - - - - --'-rofessor of Library Science
College Librarian
B.S., B.L. ., State Teach ers College, Trenton
M.A., Ed.D ., Columbia University

GOODWIN WATSQ
Distinguished Service Professor of Education
Director of Center for Laboratory Training in Human R elations
A.B., University of Wisconsin
M.A., Ph.D., Columbia Un iversity

ARNOLD S. RICE
_
....Assistant Professor of Histor y
B.A., State Teachers College, Alba ny, New York
I
M.A., Columbia University
Ph.D., Indiana Un iversity

ATHAN WEISS _ _ _ _
_ _______,.,ssistant Professo r of History
B.A., Montclair State College
M.A., Rutgers University
Ph.D ., ew York Universi ty

EVAN C. RICHARDSON - - - - · - - - - - · · · ·Professor of Science Education
B.S., Un iversity of Massachusetts
M.Ed., Bos ton University
Ed.D., Rutgers University

THOMAS B. WILBER - · · - · · - - - - -············Assistant Professor of Education
Graduate Evaluator
B.A., Virginia Military Institute
M.F.A., Princeton University
M.A.T., Yale University

JEA

M. RICHARDSO - - -....Associate Professor of Elementary Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

ROBERT H. ROTH ····-··--·-··---B.S., J uiJliard School of Music
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., ew York University

_ _ _ _ _ _ _,-,djunct Faculty

EDWARD J . ZOLL _ _ __
····---------~ rofessor of Mathematics
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics
B.A., St. John's University
M.A., Ed.D., New York University

ED A DE BOLT SALT --··--·Associate Professor of Early Childhood Education
Chairman of the Department of Early Childhood Education
B.S., M.A., Ohio State University
HELE G. SCIRE _____________,,ssistant Professor of Psychology
A.B., Hunter College
A.M., Ph.D., New York Universi ty
M.A., Columbia University
CAROL C. SMITH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
B.S., M.A., ew York University

Adjunct Faculty

JOHN T. TEHIE ··-········----·.Associate Professor of Comparative Education
B.S., Un iversity of Pittsburgh
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
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engagements in Connecticut farms (no . Union) and in Springfield.
The British were based in New York and ~taten Island and continually
sortied to burn and pillage. Across Morris Avenue from the campus
was Liberty Hall, marked by the Hessians for destruction since it was
the home of William Livingston, New Jersey's first governor. The house
was saved by Susanna Livingston, the governor's daughter, and was
later to shelter such famous Americans as George Washington and
Alexander Hamilton. Sarah Livingston was married to John Jay, first
Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, in the house. The
Kean family, direct descendants of Governor Livingston, still own
Liberty Hall, now called Ursino. It was from the Kean family that the
State bou ght the property on which the college buildings now stand.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
About half of the college's 120 acres now is utilized, a quarter by
buildings and landscaping and another quarter by playing fields for
various sports.
The College now has the following buildings :

Townsend Hall--Administrative offices, the fin e and industrial arts
wing, and numerous classrooms and departmental offices are contained
in this building.
Bruce Hall- This two-story building is specially equipped to educate
science teachers for secon dary schools. Facilities include laboratories
and lecture halls for instruction in the physical and natural sciences,
as well as research laboratories for both faculty and students.
Nancy Thompson Library-A curriculum materials room, an audiovisual aids collection, student typing and research rooms, offi ces and a
browsing room are features of the library in addition to the stacks, and
reading and service areas.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Newark State College is one of the oldest teacher education institutions in the country. Founded in 1855 in the City of Newark, it moved
to its present campus in Union in 1958. In the last 4 7 years of its
continuous service to the cause of education, it has graduated more than
13,866 teachers and other educational specialists for New Jersey schools.
The Graduate Division of the College was established in 1948 and
during the past 15 years more than 650 graduate students have been the
recipients of its degree of Master of Arts. The graduating class of the
Graduate Division for 1963-64 academic year totaled 155 students, and
the enrollment in graduate courses for a given semester is 750 students.
The next decade will no doubt be one of rapid and continuous
growth. In increasing its services to the educational community, the
College will continue to dedicate itself to the achievement of quality
programs at all educational levels.
18

Portion of Arts Center Building

D' Angola Gymnasium- Two large gymnasiums, a dance studio,
swimming pool, the health and physical education department, and other
teaching areas and facilities for both men and women are h oused here.
College Center-The hub of college life, this structure contains the
bookstore, student and faculty dining halls, a snack bar, the Little
Theatre, student and faculty offices and lounges, the Alumni Office, and
meeting rooms.
19

K ean Library-This structure is one of the original Kean estate
buildings and is considered to be a magnificent example of Norman
architecture, and is paneled with oak from Nottingham Forest. The
music department has its headquarters here. It is utilized for various
social and community functions as well.
Power Hozise-All power for the College is supplied by the power
house. Headquarters for the custodial staff, the building has aesthetic
as well as functional values. The maze of pipes, boilers and other equipment is painted in a striking color scheme and is exposed to public view
via glass exterior walls, presenting a colorful appearance especially at
night.
Whiteman Hallr----The women's residence hall, opened in September,
1962, has an occupancy of 150. Areas are provided for study, relaxation,
and residence hall social life . Included is a well-equipped infirmary, and
apartments for resident faculty members.
Men's R esidence Ii allr----The newest addition to the campus is a residence hall for 150 men, similar in design to the women's residence hall.
It is expected that this building will be ready for occupancy September,
1964.
Campus S choolr----An ungraded elementary scho ol ser ving approximately 275 children aged fi ve through twelve from earby Union will
be opened September 1964. The physical plant will include twelve classr ooms, library, gymnasium, health services, lunch room, practice r ooms,
faculty lounge, conference r ooms, materials center, and general offices.

CH ILD STUDY CENTER
The Child Study Center contributes to the functionin g of the College
by the realization of its basic aims :

1. The facilitation and enhancement of teacher trainin g through
observation, demonstration, case conference, gr oup experiences,
and other relevant procedures.
2. The initiation and implementation of r esearch in human growth
and development.
3. The provision of a lab oratory for teachers- in-training and other
educational specialists to extend and broad en their understanding
of human growth and development.
4. The rendering of services to school systems and resid ents of the
State of New Jersey throu gh diagnosis, classification, recommendations, speech correction , corrective education, case confe rences and counselin g.
At the present time the Child Study Center participates in the programs trainin g remedial reading teachers and speech teachers. The
Center 's three clinics (reading clinic, speech clinic and psychological
clinic), contribute to these programs as well as to the general obj ectives
of the t otal curricula of Newark State College.

TH E COlLEG E LIBRA RY
The Nancy Th ompson Memorial Library operates as an in stru ction al
and research center designed to serve the vari ous programs of the
College. In addition to its general collection of books and periodicals,
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the library maintains a collection of some sixty thousand educational
references and pamphlets, and ubscribes to some four hundred periodical and serial publications. The College also maintain a curriculum
material center to serve the profes ional needs of teachers and prospective teachers. A selection of film s, film strips, slide , pictures and r ecordings are available for in tructional use.
A reserve book collection for the convenience of the tuden ts, including books that th e facu lty deem important source material, a
r eference and advisory service, and an audio-visual consultation and
acquisiti on service represent ome of the professional crvices that are
maintained to assist the educational needs of the student . For these
purposes the library is open during the fall and sprin g emesters from
8 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. , Monday through Friday, and 9 :00 to 4 :00 p.m.
on Saturday. The library is al o open from 8 :00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on
Monday through Friday during the summer session. A copy of the
Librar y Rules and Reg ulations pertaining to the use of the library may
be obtained from the library staff.

INFORMATION CONCERNING CERTIFICATION
O F TEACHERS
Certain of the degree program offered by the G! ·ad uate Division
lead simultaneously to certification in the specialized field. Where
certification is automatic upon completion of the degree program, this
certification is stated in th e program description.
nles it is so stated,
r sponsibility for meeting certification requirements re t directly upon
th e student.
Those who do not wish to matriculate for a degree in a State College
but desire to complete cour e to meet certification requirements will
be guided by the list of cour e requirements specified for them by the
Divi ion of Teacher Certification of the State Board of Education. In
most instances this list of requirements is obtained by submitting college
transcript to the student's county superintendent of schools who in
turn forwards them to the Division of Certification for evaluati on. All
non-matriculated students will plea e follow official "Steps in Obtaining
Appropriate Certifica tion. " Information concerning these " Steps" may
be obtained from the Division of Field Services.

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
The office of the College Placement ervice are located in Room
104, Townsend Hall. The services of the Placement Office are available
to students seekin g either initial employment or opportunities for professional advancement.
Students desiring information and guidan ce in this area -~re advised
to consult the Placem ent Director. The services of the Placement Office
are available without cost.

STUDENT TEACHING
Student teaching may be arranged for those tudent holdiI\g degree
who have completed at this College a minimum of 18 semester hours of
the course work required for State Certification. lnformatioi:i concerning the program and approval to register should be obtained from the
Director of Student Teaching, Room 104 and from the Director of Field
Services, Room 109. Registration must be made in person during the
regular fall registrati on period.
Students who have met the above requirements and are currently
teaching under an emergency teaching certificate may be eligible to
enroll for Education 439-440, "Super vised Teachin g eminar," in lieu
of student teaching requirements. A fee of 60 i charged for all Field
ervice Division students enrolled in the tudent teachin g programs.

-SENIOR-GRADUATE HONORS PROGRAM
Each year a limited number of students of superior academic promise
in the senior class of ewark State College are invited by the Graduate
Council to parti cipate in the Senior Graduate Honors P rogram, which
extends to these tudents the privilege of enrolling in one of a selected
list of graduate course each semester of their senior year for advanced
credit toward a graduate degree. Selection of these Honors students is
made on the ha i of superior academic achievement and recommendation by the facult y.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The Division of Teach er Certification has mad e available in the office
of the Division of Field Services in each State College copies of the
"Rules Concerning Teachers' Certificates," and mimeographed statements listing the certificates toward which each umm er e sion and
exten ion co urse ma y be appli ed. Advisement concerning these rules and
the applicability of courses to ati fy the rules may be secured from the
Divisi on of Field Service , Administrative Wing, Town end Hall.

Students enrolled in graduate courses at Newark State College are
invited to participate actively in the affairs of the Graduate Student
Association. This as ociation is dedicated to the improvement of the
quality of graduate student life at the College. Its program, under the
leadership of th e Executive Board of the As ociation, includes the
sponsorship of intellectual, social, cultural and profe ional activities of
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interest to graduate stu dents. Among its more recent activities have
been the sponsorship of a Graduate Student Newsletter, a series of
graduate colloquia and a program of graduate student study groups.
Further information regarding the Graduate Student Association is available through the Graduate Office.

GRADUATE FIELD PROGRAM OFFERINGS
All regularly scheduled graduate courses are offered exclusively on
the Union campus. From time to time, however, specific graduate level
field service offerings are developed in cooperation with th e local schools,
school districts, professional groups and community agencies that desire
leadership in the stud y of problems of immediate concern within their
own professional settin gs. Enrollment in such programs is limited to
those individuals who are members of the professional group requesting
this service, and studen ts completing such programs for credit are required to conform to all of the stan dards ordinarily applied to graduate
instruction. Non-credit consultative services are also available under the
auspices of the grad uate and fi eld services divisions of the College.

THE LABORATORY FOR APPLIED BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE OF NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
The Newark State College Center Laboratory for Applied Behavioral
Sciences has as its major objective the application of recent findin gs in
the behavioral sciences to the problems of edu cation and leadership
in the State of New Jersey. Human relations laborator y trainin g is
designed to develop social sensitivity, self-under standin g and the capacity
to work creatively with others. Each of these is required in order to
function effectively in groups-whether family, school, staff, committee
or class, and in order to cope with the multiple pressures of a highly
complex, urbanized society. Laboratory training, as provided under the
auspices of the Center, provides participants with an opportunity to learn
about themselves, about others, and about groups, organizations and
communities.

Edward Villella and Patricia McBride of the New York
City Ballet dance at Newark State College in the course
of a lecture-demonstration by Mr. Villella .

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
All grad uates of the College are entitled to membership in the Newark
State College Alumni Associati on. To each graduate whose current
address is known, there is sent a copy of The Newark Stater, the
quarterly bulletin of the Association. A graduate may become an active
member b y con tributing to the annual fund drive.

The services of the Center include: (1) Graduate and undergraduate
courses in laboratory trainin g in human relations; (2 ) Non-credit seminars, trainin g programs, and individual and group consultation for
Newark State College Faculty, students and staff; (3) Non-credit seminars, training programs, and individual and group consultation for
teachers, school administrators and other educational and community
leaders, business managers, government officials, and leaders in voluntary professional and non -professional organizations; (4) Research
programs and services related to the objectives of the Center.

GRADUATE COLLOQUIA

During the College year the Association sponsors several social and
professional activities. It also maintains an Alumni Office in the College
Center which may be used for alumni meetings. Inquiries concerning
the Association should be directed to the Executive Secretary, Newark
State College Alumni Association, at the College.

Graduate colloquia are held at regular intervals throughout the
academic year. Reports of current research of graduate students and
faculty are presented, and all graduate students and faculty are invited
to attend and participate in these discussions. Announcements of the
colloquia are provided in the Graduate Student Newsletter and on the
Graduate Office bulletin board in Townsend Hall.
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WALDEN WEEKEND
Under the j oint sponsorship of the Graduate Student Association
and the Graduate Council an informal, non-credit graduate seminar is
held at the Stokes State Forest School of Conservation on a weekend
in October each year. All graduate studen ts and faculty are invited to
attend and reservations will be accepted on a first-come, first-served
basis. Reservations are made through the Graduate Office two weeks
prior to the scheduled weekend described in the fall bulletin.
All participants will be expected to acquaint themselves with a previously recommended list of readings prior to this weekend seminar.
The purpose of the weekend is to provide an intellectually stimulating
setting in which faculty and students can meet together in a discussion
of matters of mutual concern. An opportunity will also be provided for
the seminar participan ts to become more familiar with the aims, purposes and functioning of programs of outdoor education.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION
AND
RESIDENTIAL WEEKENDS FOR FOUNDATION STUDENTS
The Graduate Division maintains a cooperative educational relationship with the ew Jersey School of Conservation in Stokes State Forest.
A member of the graduate faculty coordinates programs of outdoor
education which include residential weekends for selected sections of
the graduate foundations course, a Walden weekend co-sponsored by the
Graduate Council and Graduate Student Association, and courses in
various phases of outdoor education leading to grad uate degree credit
at the College.

The ewark State College Bookstore is located in the College Center
Building and is operated under the auspices of the College Cen ter Board.
In addition to a complete selection of required graduate texts, the Book
Store has a large selection of paper back books that may be of interest
to graduate studen ts. Thesis and project binders, stationery and other
general supplies are also available. The book store hours are as follows:
First fou r weeks of ea ch seme ste r

Monday through Friday ---···········-······------------·-----------9:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.
Saturday ------------------------------------------------------------9:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
Rema in der of the semester

Monday through Friday ---------------------------------------9 :00 a.m.- 6 :00 p.m.
Summer Sessio n

SUMMER SESSION
The Graduate Division offers many of its courses annually in the
reg ular six-week summer session. These courses are supplemented by a
number of three-week institutes and workshops designed to serve specific
educational interests. Full information regarding these courses, workshops and institutes is provided in the Summer Session Bulletins.

Monday throu gh Friday ---------------------------------------8:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
The College main tains a financial aid office, services of which are
available to all graduate students. In addition to a limited number of
graduate fellowships available in specific disciplines financial aid is
available as follows:
National Defense Student Loan Program

Newark State College participates in the Student Loan Program
established by the National Defense Education Act of 1958. Full-time
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graduate students who can demonstrate need are eligible to apply. A
full-time student is defin ed as one who enrolls for n o fewer than 14
semester hours per semester . Application should be made to the
Financial Aid Counselor.

FOOD SERVICES
The College Center snack bar and cafe teria are open t o graduate
students during scheduled serving h ours. The schedule for these facilities may be obtained at each registration period .

New Jersey Highe r Education A ssistance Authority

Full-time graduate students who have been r esidents of ew Jersey
for six months may apply thro ugh participatin g banks for loans insured
or guaranteed by the New Jersey Higher Education Assistance Authority.
Applications may be obtained fr om a participatin g bank or the Financial
Aid Counselor.

PROGRAM AND REGULATIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
Curriculum s, Rules, Regulations, and Fees are Subj ect t o change.
The Graduate Council and College Administration must continuously
adapt gradu ate curriculums, rules, and regulations to meet the needs of
the College Community and those of the increasing number of graduate
students attending Newark State College. Continuous effort will be
made to keep the students info rmed of changes in the graduate program,
and where basic adjustments have been made to make the tran sition to
a new program as satisfactory as possible.

Memorial Loan Fund

The Memorial Loan Fund is an endowment fund designed for shortterm emergencies and is available only during the academic year t o
full-time students. Repayment is required within one semester or less.
Application should be made to the Financial Aid Counselor.

Each student, however, is given the res ponsibility of keeping himself
informed of the present statzis of the graduate program and of his
progress toward the Master of Arts Degree.

VETERANS INFORMATION
The Graduate Division of Newark State College has been approved
for the training of veterans under Public Laws 16, 346, and 550.
Veterans may obtain information concernin g their rights under these
laws either fr om the Veterans Adviser of this Coll ge, Room 108-B,
Townsend Hall, or fr om Contract Division of the Veterans
Administration.
Upon registration the veteran should submit his certificate of eligibility, Form 7-1953 or F orm 7-1993, from the Veterans Administration.
If he is under Public Law 16 or 346, he will not be required to pay
tuition charges, service fees, or for books. If he should be under Public
Law 550 (Korean Veteran ), he must pay for all charges as an y other
student. He must, however, register at the Veterans offi ce in order to
receive his monthly subsistence checks.

STUDENT PARKING
The College maintains a large parking lot which is located directly
behind Townsend Hall, the administration and classroom buildin g. This
lot is reserved entirely for student use and all student cars are to be
left in this area.
Under no circumstances are students to drive or park their cars on
campus r oads or driveways. Traffic regulations will be strictly enforced
and violators will be liable for a fin e and towing charges.
The College assumes n o responsibility for the car or its contents
while it is parked on College property.
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THE OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE STUDY

(

The Graduate Program at Newark State College is intended t o provide opportunities for mature graduate students to participate in programs of advanced stud y which will enable them to become more effective
educational leaders in their respective school communities.
To this end the follo win g five general purposes have been established.
Purposes of a Graduate Program

1. T o provide an opportunity for students t o extend, intensify, and
enri ch their undergraduate program of general education in
order that they ma y become better informed and more responsible citizens of a chan ging society.

2. To assist students to acquire a more advanced and comprehensive grasp of the maj or problems, issues, and techniques of professional education.
3. To provide an opportunity for students to extend their knowledge
and experience in their fi eld of specialization.
4. To encourage the spirit of scientific inquiry and creative; ·ori ginal, and independent thought by providing experiences in educational research.
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5. To provide experiences designed to develop in students desirable
personal and social qualities of democratic citizenship.
Characteristics of Graduate Instruction

1. High Scholarship. It is imperative that graduate students maintain high standards of academic performance. All graduate
courses should be designed primarily for graduate students.
Students enrolled in any course for graduate credit should be
expected t o have intellectual maturity and general background
greater than that commonly shown by und ergraduates. They
sh ould have developed habits of scholarship and demonstrate
the capacity for sustained effort.
2. Direction. The Master's Degree program should be a closely
integrated pattern of courses characterized by purpose and direction. It should not be a collection of courses designed to meet
certification requirements only, or a collection of unrelated
courses.
3. Flexibility. A Master's Degree program should be sufficiently
flexible to recognize graduate students' differences in previous
education, experience, and present and future needs.
4. Individuality. A graduate degree program should fit the particular background of the individual, help h "m achieve his own
aims, and at the same time provide comprehensiveness and unity.
Th e resultant flexibility in each graduate stud ent's program requires consistent and informed guidance.
5. Unity. The Master's Degree program should be planned as a
terminal course although stud ents may pursue furth er graduate
stud y. It should not be designed as an integral part of a future
doctoral program.

NON-DEGREE ADMISSION TO THE
GRADUATE DIVISION
A stud ent who wishes to take one or more graduate courses in order
to obtain an additional professional certificate or for improvement of
his professional services and does not intend to matric~late f~~ the
Master of Arts Degree at ewark State College may be given a NonDe"ree Admission" to the Graduate Division.
ot more than 6 semester
ho~rs of course work taken under the conditions of Non-Degree Admission may be applied to credit toward a Master's Degree at the time
of admission to the Master's program.
The minimum requirements for the
Graduate Division are as follows:

on-Degree Admission to the

1. Degree
A Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college.
2. Prerequisites for Courses Selected
Evidence of acceptable prerequisites for courses selected.
An individual who wishes
in graduate courses should:

on-Degree Admission and plans to enroll

1. Apply for Non-Degree Admission on the appropriate form supplied by the Graduate Division of the College before or at the
tirrie of initial registration.
2. Present evidence of aptitude, scholarly achievement, and prerequisites in the form of tran scripts of previous academic
achievement.

6. Inter-disciplinary Emphasis. Graduate courses at the Master's
level should give the students an awareness of the ramifications
of his area of specialization in related fi elds. It should be desirable in some cases to introduce him to disciplines in which he
has not had previous trainin g. Special introductory courses
should be constructed for this purpose, presented in a manner
which warrants graduate credi t and based on a discipline rather
than its application.
7. Research. A Master's Degree program should be characterized
by a strong emphasis upon the spirit of independent inquiry and
creative thinking. The ability to analyze and investigate professional problems should be stressed.
The Cla ss of 1964 g a thers at Com me nce ment.
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ADMISSION AND MATRICULATION REQUIREMENTS

In ord er to be admitted to a Master 's Degree program at ewark State
College, the prospective graduate student must show evidence of aca•
demic potential. This potential is evaluated throu gh the u e of an
admission examination, an admission interview with a departmental
advisor, and a careful review of the student's undergraduate academic
record . The candidate must possess a baccalaureate degree fr om an
approved college and mu st have completed a minimum of sixteen semester hours of work in approved prerequisite courses in education and
related fi elds determined by the Graduate Council. These courses in
many in stances may be completed as co-requisites in conjun ction with
the stud ent's total program of graduate study. Students with baccalaureate degrees plannin g to enroll eventu ally in a Master's Degree program
at Newark State College are therefore encouraged to consult the Gradu ate Offi ce at the time of their initi al registration in the Division of Field
Services.
Admission Procedures

Each candid ate shall file an application form and h ave official
tran scripts of all previ ous graduate and undergraduate work mailed
directly to the Graduate Office, Newark State College, Union, ew Jersey.
Students seekin g admi ssion to graduate degree programs will be
required to complete satisfactorily an entrance xamin ati on. The results
of this examin ation (The Miller Analogies Test ) will be consid ered,
togeth er with the stud ent's undergrad uate record, the admission interview, and other perti nent data to determine his acceptability fo r gradu ate
stud y. Students desirin g to be accepted as degree candi da tes should
complete this test before th e end of their first semester of graduate
stu dy. o more than six credits of work completed prior to acceptance
for admission are to be credited toward the graduate degree. Th e admission examin ation will be given at Ne wark State College once each
month at a time scheduled by the Graduate Office. The fee for the
examin ation is $5.00. Students may make arran gements to take the
examin ati on by con tacting the Graduate Office or by co ntactin g a ny other
approved Miller Analogy Testing Center.
Acceptance

Each candida te when accepted fo r admission to a degree program is
provided with a graduate advisement sheet ou tlining program r equirements. This advisement sheet should be carefully preserved and brought
by th e student to registration an d t o all other meetin gs th at he may
schedule fo r graduate ad visement.
Changes in gradu ate maj ors should be avoided whenever possible.

If a change is necessary, th e student should notify th e Grad uate Office
in writing of the desired change, stating the reasons for his requ est.
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While advisors will r ender every assistance possible the responsibility
for meeting the degree requirements must be assumed by the student and
his attention is therefore directed to the rules, regulations and other
items of information provided through the graduate advisement sheets
and in the catalogs of the Graduate Division and the Di vision of
Field Services. The Graduate Office is not authorized to provide official
information r egarding State certification requirements. This information should be secured from the student's county superintendent of
schools or from the Office of Teacher Certification, State Education Department, 225 West State Street, Trenton, ew Jersey.
Maximum Student Course Load

Graduate stud ents who are employed full time may enroll for no
more than six seme ter hours of work during a given emester while
full-time graduate students are limited to a maximum of 16 semester
hours. All graduate students are limited to 8 semester hours during any
summer session . Moreover , at the discretion of the advisor, additional
limitations may be placed on the work of a given student. In addition
to these limitations, all graduate students are cautioned to limit their
enrollment in terms of their own academic abilities and in term s of the
amount of time that they have to devote to graduate level study. As a
rough approximation, the average graduate student should plan to devote
a minimum of two to three h ours of outside preparation fo r ever y class
hour for which he is enrolled.
Counseling and Advisement

General counseling and advisement is available to gradu ate students
from the professional staff of the Gradu ate Office and from members
of the graduate faculty. Students wishin g to initiate admission procedures for their planned program of graduate study should arrange for
an interview with the Graduate Evaluator, Room T-101, T ownsend Hall.
Students who have been admitted to planned programs of graduate study
are r equired to consult with gradu ate faculty advisors in th eir areas of
specialization before or at each registra tion. T o facilitate stud ent-faculty
communications, office hours fo r gradu ate faculty are established each
term, and information regarding these hours is posted on the Graduate
bulletin b oard and is also available at the Graduate Office . Advisors
are regularly available also at time of registration.
Information as to Course Offerings and Sch eduling

Regular bulletins are published for the information of th ose who
wish to attend part-time, extension , or summer session courses. Th ese
contain a list of course-offerings, time of class meetings, room assignments, and instructors for the scheduled classes. Copi es of this bulletin
may be obtained from the Graduate Office, Newark State College, Union,
New Jersey.
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FEES

REFUNDS

Student fees, as determined by the State Board of Education, are as
follows:

In accordance with a decision of the State Board of Education on
January 7, 1955 the followin g uniform schedule of refund s shall be
effective in all ew Jersey State Colleges effective July 1, 1955 :

Tuition

New Jersey Residents and Teachers
P er semester hour of credit ______________________________________________________ $16.00
on-residents
P er semester hour of credit ---------------------------·-------------------------- 18.00
Service Charge

P er Cent R efunded
T uition
Service Charge

P er iods of Withdrawal

Withdrawal before co nrse begins _________ lO0o/o
Withdrawal durin g first third of conrse _ _ _ 60o/o
Withdrawal durin g mid dle third of co urse ____________ 30o/o
Withdrawal durin g last third of co nrse __________ none
The percentage of refund is based upon the total obli gation.

l00 o/o
60 o/o
30o/o
none

.50

A redu ction in a student's program in the Division of Field Services
is equivalent to a withdrawal. This policy applies to such reductions.

2.00

Tuition and service charges are refunded in full if classes are discontinued by the authorities at the College.

An additional fee charged all students who fail to register
during the regular registration period ---------------------------------- 5.00

IN COMPUTING REFUNDS, THE DATE OF WITHDRAWAL
IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE COLLEGE RECEIVES A WRITTEN
NOTICE FROM THE STUDENT.

Per semester h our of credit -----------------------------------------------------Registration Fee

To be paid each time a student registers (non-refundable ) ____
Late Registration

ALL FEES ARE PAYABLE AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION.
The Finance Office is located in the Administr tion Win g, Townsend
Hall. Checks, drafts and money orders are to be drawn to the order of
EWARK STATE COLLEGE.

CHANGE OF PROGRAM
Students wishing to chan ge their programs may do so not later than
the close of the first week of classes in the semester, and in the case of
all students only with the signed approval of a grad uate adviser. In
such cases the student sh ould fill out the form en titled "Application for
Change of Program" available in the Office of the Division of Field
Services, Room 109, Townsend Hall.

WITHDRAWAL FROM A COURSE
A student who withdraws from a course must give written notice of
withdrawal to the Director of the Division of Field Services.
Students who neglect to follow this procedure will receive a failing
mark for the course or courses which they cease to attend.
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FINAL MARKS
The final marks which may be received for a course are as follows:
A - Excellent
B - Good
C - Fair
D - Poor
CG -

F - Failure
Inc. - Incomplete
WP - Withdrawn , Passing
WF - Withdrawn , Failure
Credit Granted

A grade of " incomplete" means that the student's mark is withheld
pendin g the completion of some required work whi ch was missed for an
acceptable reason.

All responsibility regarding the incomplete wo rk rests with the
student. He will be notified of a date after which, if the work remains
incomplete, a final grade of " F" will be recorded withoztt further notice.

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS
Upon written request, one certified transcript of a student's record
will be issued without charge. For each additional transcript a charge
of $1.00 will be made. The fee must accompany th e written application
and be addressed to the Di vision of Field Services, ewark State College,
Union, . J.
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Since it is important that the student have experience in the
systematic acquisition, preparation, and analysis of information
relevant to some problems in his fi eld of specialization, each
candidate is required to show competence in executing and reporting an independent research study, field experiment, or similar
creative activity.
Although competence in the techniqu e and procedure of research
is r equired of all candidates in graduate courses in general, a
specific opportunity to demonstrate this competence is provided in
the graduate research project as part of the advanced seminar or a
Master's thesis.
A. Graduate project (required of all students in Advanced
Seminar ) . As a course requirement in the student's advanced
seminar in his major area, a major project or research
paper is undertaken that shows evidence of his competence.
The problem area and methods of research are determined
by the student in consultation with the advanced seminar
instructor and the completed graduate project shall be filed
in the Graduate Office.

B. Master's Thesis (Optional ) . Students electing t o write a

GRADUATE CURRICULA\
The curriculum pattern of the graduate program at ewark State
College leadin g to the Master of Arts Degree includes experiences in I.
Basic Professional Education, II. Specialization Electives, and III.
General Education.

I. BASIC PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
This portion of the graduate program is concerned with developing general professional insight and competence. This development
is accomplished by studies necessary for all teachers-regardless of
their field or specialization-relating t o the profession as a whole as
it considers children and the society in which it fun ctions. At
present the course 500.01, Foundations of Graduate Study m
Education, is required of all graduate degree candidates as an
initial experience in their graduate program.
II. SPECIALIZATIO
A considerable portion of the graduate program is devoted to
increasing the student's competence in his area of graduate
specialization.
Studies in this category will include additional course work in
his major and related field s, and in the application of this course
work to public school service.
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Master's thesis as partial fulfillment of their Master's Degree
program are required to register for thesis eminar for a
minimum of two semesters. Applications for enrollment in
Thesis Seminar must be submitted by the student to the
Graduate Office no later than March 1 for enrollment durin g
the following fall semester. For further informa tion see
below.
III. GENERAL EDUCATION
Requirements for the . Master's Degree in sure that students
undertake some broadening experience which will extend their
studies outside of their specialty and even their profession. Th ese
graduate general education courses shall be based on a discipline
rather than its application and be ch osen under careful guidance
in accordance with the student's background.

FINAL COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION
All students, with the exception of those who were admitted prior
to May 1, 1962 and who elect the thesis option, will be required to
achieve a satisfactory rating on a final comprehensive examination.
This comprehensive examination will be given during the spring
semester. Admission to the final comprehensive examination is restricted
to those students who have either completed or are currently in the
process of completing a minimum of 24 semester hours of graduate
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work creditable to the degree program. Students failin g the examination
may, with the special permission of the Graduate Office, be permitted
to retake the examination after the lapse of a one-year period. The fee
for the examination will be $5.00 per student per testing.

OPTIONAL THESIS PROGRAM
Effective September 1, 1961 and thereafter, students may elect the
completion of a graduate thesis as part of their degree r equirements.
These students will enroll in the thesis seminar in the area of their
specialization. This enrollment will continue each semester until the
thesis has been completed, but no more than two semesters of thesis
seminar credit can be applied toward the graduate degree. F or students
electin g the optional thesis program the degree requirements will consist
of thirty credits of graduate work. All stud ents admitted after May 1,
1962 will be required to complete satisfa ctorily the final comprehensive
examination.
A student consider ing the completion of a graduate thesis should
possess a strong background in research methodology and research
writing, extensive knowledge of the fi eld and area in whi ch the
work is to be undertaken, and a rather clear conception of the problem
which he wishes to investigate. Students who feel that they can demon1
strate these qualities should contact a gradu ate faculty member in the
area of their specialization fo r the approval of their thesis proposal.
Faculty members being asked to ser ve as thesis advisers will require
a tentative outline of the thesis prop osal. A suggested fo rmat fo r the
proposal is available upon requ est in the Graduate Office.

ADDITIONAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The candidate must complete satisfactorily any additional course
work, assignment, or tests required by the Graduate Council or by his
graduate advisor. No ratin g below "C" will be accepted for graduate
credit and not more than six semester hours with a grade "C" may be
applied t oward the Master's Degree. No un dergraduate courses can be
applied to the graduate degree.

In order to develop a greater sense of continuity and relatedness in
the individual's program of graduate stud y, the Graduate Council has
determined that effective with the openin g of the sprin g semester of the
1961-62 academic year, all students enrolled in the Master of Arts Degree
program at Newark State College will be requi red to maintain a folder
containing : (a ) sin gle copies of all papers prepared in conjunction with
gradu ate courses; and (b ) a bibliograph y of all readings completed in
conjunction with the student's graduate work.
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This folder will be submitted to the student's graduate adviser and to
other members of the graduate faculty upon the request of the faculty
member , and to the professor responsible for the leadership of the
advanced seminar at the time of the student's enrollment in the seminar.
These materials, completed throu gh out the graduate program will fo rm
an important fo und ation for work in the advanced seminar. The student
is invited to include within this folder an y oth er materials that he deems
desirable fr om the standpoint of his own educational obj ectives.
Descriptions of participation in educational and social action programs,
listing of cultural activities and field experiences (readin gs, trips t o art
museums, special exhibits, lectures, etc.) and position papers, publications and other artistic and literary contributions, not necessarily related
to the specific course structure, will be welcomed. If there are any
questi ons regarding this regulation, please contact the Graduate Office
fo r clarification.
All course requirements, including the thesis or project, shall be
fulfilled within a period of six years fr om the date of initial enrollment.
Full time attendance (minimum six semester hours) in at least one
summer session or full-time attend ance (minimum twelve semester
h ours) in at least one regular fall or sprin g session is required. The
remainder of the course requirements may be completed during the fall
and sprin g semesters.
Degrees are awarded once each year at June commencement
exercises. Students planning t o meet the degree requirements during a
given acad emic year must complete a fo rm entitled "Application for
Graduation" and submit it to the Graduate Office by April 1st. Final
approved copies of graduate theses or proj ects must be submitted to the
Graduate Office by May 1st.

STANDARDS FOR WRITTEN WORK
All graduate papers, research reports and theses must meet an
acceptable standard fo r written work on the graduate level. Effective
June 1, 1962, the 1954 edition of Form and Style in Thesis Writing by
William G. Campbell will serve as the official standard fo r written work
for all gr aduate papers including theses at Newark State College. Copies
of this manual are available in the College Book Store and all graduate
students are encouraged t o r eview its contents thoroughly before submitting papers or research reports in graduate courses.

RETENTION STANDARD
The Chairman of the Graduate Council and the student's program
adviser may, for good reason, revoke the matriculated status of any one
who is found to lack the qualifications of personality, integrity, tempera-
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ment, emotional adjustment, or physical stamina, or after it has been
established that there is evidence of serious unprofessional conduct.
An appeal to all such decisions may be made to the Graduate Council.
A student who does not maintain an acceptable standard of scholarship ( an average of " B" or better ) will be placed on probation. If,
while he is on probation, his scholarship in courses approved by his
adviser does not show marked improvement or if it becomes apparent
that he is unlikely to achieve an acceptable standard , he will lose his
status as a graduate degree student.

PROGRAMS LEADING TO THE MASTER OF A RTS DEGREE
(Purposes)

WITH

THE

Advanced Elementary Curriculum and Teaching
This program is designed to meet the needs of fully certified
elementary school classroom teacher s who are interested in pursuing
advanced studies in their professional area. Individual programs of
required and elective courses are planned by the student in collaboration with the departmental advisers in the area and the professional
staff of th e Graduate Office according to the needs and interests of
the individual student.
Child Development and Classroom Guidance
This program is designed to meet the needs of full y certified
elementary school classroom teachers who are interested in pursuing
advanced studies in the field of child development and guidance in
the classroom situation. Individual programs of required and
elective courses are planned b y the student in collaboration with the
departmental advisers in the area and the professional staff of the
Graduate Office accordin g to the needs of the individual student.
Education of the Emotionally and Socially Maladjusted
This program is designed to meet the needs of the full y certified
classroom teacher who is interested in pursuin g an advanced degree
in elementary education with emphasis in the professional area of
teachin g the emotionally and socially maladjusted child. Individual
programs of required and elective courses are planned by the
student in collaboration with the departmental advisers in the area
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2. PROGRAMS IN GE ERAL EDUCATION:

Education and the Humanities
This program is designed to meet the needs of the fully certified
classroom teacher who is interested in supplementing his previous
educational experience with advanced studies in the field of Education and the Humanities. Appropriate courses in literature, mu sic,
art, philosophy, education , and the histor y of ideas can be integrated
within this major area.

Education and the Behavioral Sciences

The Graduate Division of Newark State College offers seven general
programs of graduate study leading to the Master of Arts degree. The
programs and the areas of major emphasis within them according to
their purposes are as follows :

1. PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FOLLOWING AREAS OF MAJOR EMPHASIS:

and the professional staff of the Graduate Office according to the
needs of the individual student.

This program is designed to meet the needs of the fully certified
classroom teacher who is interested in supplementing his previous
educational experience with advanced studies in the field of Education and the Behavioral Sciences. Appropriate courses in psychology,
sociology, anthropology, and education can be integrated within this
maj or area.

Education and Contemporary Civilization
This program is designed t o meet the needs of the fully certified
classroom teacher who is interested in supplementing his previous
educational experience with advanced studies in the field of Education and Contemporary Civilization. Appropriate courses in area
studies, contemporary art, literature, m usic and philosophy, political
science, economics, history, education and the relationship of
mathematics and science to contemporar y civilization, are applicable
within this maj or area.
3. PROGRAM IN READING SPECIALIZATION :
The purpose of this program is to meet the needs of fully
certified classr oom teachers who are interested in pursuing an
advanced degree in the field of readin g specialization with emphasis
in the remedial methods and processes. This program will satisfy
the state certification requirements for a remedial instructor in this
area.
4. PROGRAM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
This program is designed to meet the needs of fully certified
practicing teachers in the primary grades in the schools in New
Jersey who are interested in pursuin g advanced studies in the field
of Early Childhood Education.
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5. ELEME TARY SCHOOL ADMI ISTRATIO
VISIO

A D S PER-

PLANNED PROGRAMS OF GRADUATE STUDIES
FOR NON-DEGREE CANDIDATES

Elementary School Administration
This program i designed to meet the need of full y certified
elemen tary school classroom teacher who are interested in pur uin g
advanced studies in the fi eld of elementary school administration and
at the same time are meeting th e state certification requirements m
administration and supervision of elementary school education .

Elementary School Sup ervision
This program is designed to meet the need of fully certified
practicing elementary sch ool clas room teachers who are intere ted
in pursuing advanced studies in the field of elemen tary chool
supervision and at the same tim e are meeting the tate certification
requirements in thi area.
6. SPEECH CORRECTIO :

Individually planned programs of graduate stud y are available for
graduate students wishing to pursue a planned program of graduate
tudy outside of the framework of a degree program. Students wishing
to enroll in such planned programs should consult the Graduate Office
for the necessary application forms and for additional information and
advisement. Students enrollin g in such programs are entitled to priority
registration and advisement privileges.

SPECIAL POST MASTER'S PROGRAM
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
This program is designed for students who possess a Master's Degree
from an approved college or university in a fi eld other than elementary
chool administration and upervision, a nd who wish to meet the
requirements for ew Jersey Elementary School Principal's Certificate.

Basic Program in Speech Correction
Thi program is designed to meet the needs of the profe ional
educator who is interested in pursuing studies in the field of peech
correction leading to the satisfaction of the state ertification requirement in this area.

Advanced Specialization in

peech Correction

This program is designed to provide an opportunity for a planned
program of advanced stud y for the fully certified specialist in speech
correction. Applicants to this program are required to have fulfilled
th e basic certification requirements in this area.
7. MEI TAL RETARDATIO :

Basic Program in Mental R etardation
This program is designed to meet the needs of the professional
educator who is interested in pursuing studi es in the fi eld of mental
retardation lead ing to the satisfacti on of the state certificati on requirements in this area.

Advanced Specialization in Mental R etardation
This program is designed to provide an opportunity for a
~lanned program of advanced stud y .for the full y certified specialist
m mental retardation. Applicants to this program are required to
have fulfilled the basic certification requirements in this area.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
The basic requirement for the degree is thirty-two semester hours of
graduate work in an approved program.
For students admitted to degree candidacy on or after June 1, 1961,
the thirty-two eme ter hours of work are distributed as shown below.
Advisement sheets listing elective and required courses for each area of
specializati on are available and should be secured by the student from
the Graduate Office or from the student's graduate adviser.
Students admitted prior to June 1, 1961, may, if they so elect, follow
all or part of the degree programs existent at the time of their admission.
Where further clarification is needed, students are encouraged to arrange
an appointment with the Graduate Evaluator or with their graduate
advisers.
FOR THE MAJOR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND RELATED FIELDS

I. Basic Foundation Area ------·------·-- _ _ _ _ _
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education - - - · - - b. Approved elective in foundations area ______________
II.

6 s.h.
3
3

Specialization Area _____________________
20
a. Planned program of graduate courses related to the major
and organized with th e advice and approval of th e stud ent's
graduate adviser, with specialization in one of the followin g
fi elds: __________ -- - - - - - · · - ··--·-···--·--··----- 14
Elementary Program in:
El ementary Curriculum
Classroom Guidance and Child Development
Education of the Emotionally and Socially Maladjusted
b. Advanced Semin ar or Thesis Semin ar in area of pecialization - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----·-······-- 6
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JU.

Elective Area _ _ ______________________________ _
Planned program of approved electives _ _ __

A.

6
6

Total

32

FOR THE MAJOR IN READING SPECIALIZATION
I.

Basic Foundation Area _________________
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education _ __
b. Approved elective in foundation s area ________ _ _ __

3

3

II. Specialization Area

A. Requ ired Specialization Program _ _ _ _ _ _______________ _
a. Developmental Techniques in the Teaching of Readin g,
Part I _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _____________ _
b. Clinical Pract ices in the Diagnosis and Correction of
Rea din g Disabilities, Parts I and II _ __
c. Administration and Supervision of Reading Pro grams ___ _
d. Advanced Seminar or Thesis Seminar in Readin g
Specialization
B. Elective Specialization Area _ _ __
(A co urse related to the major and approved by the
student's graduate adviser)

UL

General Education Area ----------------------------Planned program of approved electives in General Education ____

B.

6 s.h.

17

II.

II.

III.

6
5
5
6

6
32

FOR THE MAJOR IN TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED

6
3

I.

6

II.

3

6

32

6 s.h.

3
3

6 s.h.

Basic F oLmdation Area ___ _
a. FoLmdations of Graduate St udy in Edu ca tion
b. Approved elective in foundations area __________

Ill.

6 s.h.
3
3

Specialization Area
A. Req uired Specialization Program _________
(When rnquired courses or their eq uivalents have been
compl eted prior to admi ssion to the grad uate program,
advanced electi ve cou rses may be sub stituted with the
approval of th e stud ent's grad uate adviser.)
1. Principles and Practices of Curriculum Development for
Teach ers of th e Mentally Retarded ________________________
2. Materials, Programs and Methods for Teaching th e
Mentally Retarded ---------------------------------------------3. Arts, Crafts, and Developmental Activi ti es for the
Retard ed ---------------------------------------------4. P sychological Testin g ____ - - - - - - - - - ---·--------------5. Advanced eminar or Thesis Seminar in Mental Retardation _______________________ _________________ _ _ _
B.

17

3
3
3
2

6

Elective Specializa tion Area ---------------------··-------··-A co urse related to th e major and approved by the st udent's
graduate advi ser ·-------------------------------------------------·-·-·------···----·---

3

General Education Area ---------------------------------------·-------·-------------------··
Planned program of approved electives in General Edu cation ____

6

3

Total

6
32

FOR THE MAJOR IN SPEECH CORRECTION
I.

II.

32

FOR THE MAJOR IN SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION
IN THE ELEMENT ARY SCHOOL
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3

Total

Specialization Area
A. Requ ired Specialization Courses _____________
9
1. Req uired course in area of specialization selected from
one of the following fields :
General Education Program in
3
a. Educa ti on and tb e Behavioral Sciences ------·--··-·--b. Education and Con temporary Civilization _____________ _ 3
c. Education and the Humanities _______________
3
2. Advanced Seminar or Thesis Seminar in area of Specialization
B. Elective Specialization Area ___________
11
Planned program of co urses related to the major and
orga nized with the advice and approval of the student's
grad uate adviser ____________________
11
General Elective Area _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _
________
6
Planned program of approved electives in profess ional educa tion.
Courses dealing with th e ed ucational applications of human
knowledge are especially appropriate ____ _ _ _ _ _
6

Basic Foundation Area -------··--·---------- ____________________
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education _ _ _ _ _
b. Developmental Study of Children _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

15

3

Total

I.

3
3

6

FOR THE MAJOR IN GENERAL EDUCATION
AND RELATED FIELDS
Basic Foundation Area ----------------------------- - ~ a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education _ _ _ __
b. Approved elective in foundation area _ _ _ _ _ __

General Education Area ----------------------------------------Planned program of approved elec tives in ge neral educa tion ____

2

Total

I.

Req uired Specialization Area -----------------------------------1. Administration of Elementary Education ___________________
2. Supervision in Elementary Education ----------·· _ _ _
3. Advanced Elementary School Curriculum: Its Th eory
and Applications --------------------------- - - - - - - - - 4. Advanced eminar or Th esis Seminar in Adm inistration
and Supervision -----------··----···-·--·-·-------Elective Specialization Area ------------------···--·-------·-·---------Planned pro gram of graduate co urses rela ted to th e major
and organized with th e advice and approval of the
stud ent's graduate adviser ---------------------------------------------

111.

Basic Foundation Area -----------·----------------------------------------a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Educat ion -------··--------·--b. Approved elec tive in foundations area _______________________ _
Specialization Area ---------------------------------·--------------a. Planned program of required and elec tive co urses related
to th e major and organ ized with the advice and approval
of th e stud ent's adviser ---·----------------------------···----b. Advanced Seminar or Thesis Seminar in Speec h Correction
General Educa tion Area ______ _ _ _ _ _______________________
Planned program of approved elec tive in General Education ___

3
3

Total
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6 s.h.

3
3

zo
14
6
6
6
32

FOR THE MAJOR IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
I.

II.

III.

Basic Foundation Area
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education _ _ _ __
b. Approved elective in fo undations area - · · · · - - - - - -

6 s.h.

Specialization Area
A. Req uired Specialization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1. Developmental Study of Child ren ___________
2. Mod ern Trend s in Early Childhood Education _________ _
3. Advanced Seminar or Th esis Seminar in Early Childhood Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. Elective Specialization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Planned Program of courses related to the major and
organized with the advice and consent of the student's
graduate adviser -------------······-······-····

8

General Education Area - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Planned program of approved electives in General Education __

6

Total
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SECTION Ill

3
3

12
3
3
6

8

6
32

Description of
Graduate Courses
NUMBERING KEY - GRADUATE COURSES
Foundations Area ----------------------------- - - - - - - Administration and Supervision ------------------------------------Elementary Education- Basic Professional Program ____
- Advanced Specialization __________
Early Childhood Education -------------------------------------------Junior High School Education --------------------------------------Secondary Education ------------------------ - ----------------Foundations in Special Education ______________
Education of the Mentally Retarded ------------------------------Education of the Emotionally Disturbed __________________________
Speech Specialization ----------------------------------------------------Guidance Specialization ____________
___
Education of the Gifted ---------------------------------------Reading Specialization ---------------------------------------------------Other Areas of Special Education ---------------------------------Industrial Arts Education ----------------------------------------------Health, Physical Education and Recreation ____________________
Humanities-Gener al -------------------------------------------------------Art --------------------------------------------------- Literature ----------------------------------------------------Music -------------------------------------------------------- Philosophy -------------------------------------------------- History _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________________
- Language and Communications ________________
Behavioral Sciences-General ---------------------------------------Anthropology _________________
- Psychology __________________
- Sociology ------------------------------------Contemporary Civilization-General ------------------------------Area Studies ______________________
- Geography ________________________
- Political and Social Prob.
-Economics ________________________
-Science and Civilization __
Mathematics and the Natural Sciences-General ____________
-Mathematics ____
- Physical Sci. ____
-Biological Sci. __
Resource and Tool Subjects in Education _______________________
Interdisciplinary Studies in Education ___________________________
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500.01-500.99
501.01-509.99
510.01-510.99
511.01-511.99
520.00-520.99
530.01-530.99
535.01-535.99
540.01-540.99
541.01-541.99
542.01-542.99
543.01-543 .99
544.01-544.99
545.01-545.99
546.01-546. 99
54 7.01-547.99
550.01-554.99
555.01-559.99
560.01-560.99
561. 01-561. 99
562.01-562. 99
563.01-563. 99
564.01-564. 99
565.01-565.99
566.01-566.99
570.01-5 70. 99
571.01-571.99
572.01-572.99
573.01-573.99
580.01-580.99
581.01-581.99
582·.01-582.99
583.01-583.99
584.01 -584.99
585.01-585.99
590.01-590.99
591.01-591.99
592.01-592.99
593.01-593.99
595.01-595.99
596.01-596.99

r
FOUNDATIONS OF GRADUATE STUDY IN EDUCATION

500.01

3 s.h.

This course is required of all beginning graduate students. The
major emphasis is on an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
education in contemporary society. Basic readings selected from the
various disciplin es will be used by the student to gain insight into
selected problems involving the relationships between school and society.

18--Education, regarding the rules of the-New Jersey Board of Education and the statutes r elated to education of miscellaneous title and with
making the students familiar with decisions interpreting the above and
with stimulating an appreciation of their significance. Also, students
selecting this course are given a knowledge and basic understanding
of the relation of the statutes and rules to the practical operation of
New Jersey schools and of those areas of law imperative to the intelligent
discharge of those daily duties of teaching and administration.
PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE

501.35

ADMINISTRATION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

3 s.h .

501.16

Beginning with an over view of public school administration in the
United States, preparation for educational leadership will be developed
through study of the administrator 's role in developing, evaluating,
and improving the educational program of the elementary school. This
will be placed in the appropriate setting by relating it to the organization
of public education at the local, state, and federal levels. Areas considered will include the effective administra tion of staff, personnel,
pupil personnel ser vices, the school plant as a learning lab orator y, office
management, school supplies and equipment, community resources and
the principal's responsibilities to his profession.

3 s.h.

Modern school administration places many varied demands upon the
abilities of the school administrator. He must be an educational leader
and, at the same time, a competent business administrator. This course
is designed to provide both theor y and practical experience in the
many problems of school administration including state and federal
aid, budgeting, accounting, purchasing, income management, auditing,
maintenance, and operation, and their relationship to financing public
education.
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN THE SUPERVISION
OF STUDENT TEACHING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

3 s.h.

501.72
SUPERVISION IN ELEMENTARY EDUCA ION

501.1 7

3 s.h.

This course will begin with an over view of public school supervision
in the United States. Since the goal of supervision is to provide desirable
teaching and learning situations for children, leadership methods will
be examined to find the successful human relations techniques by which
the supervisor can encourage improvement of instruction thro ugh
working with teachers as individuals and in groups. Among topics
studied will be the improvement of teaching methods, teacher morals,
the beginning teacher, identifying teacher p otentials and weaknesses,
action research, inser vice programs, pupil diagnosis and guidance, and
evaluation of super visory practices.

This course is designed to be of ser vice to administrators, supervisors
and classroom teachers who work or will be working with student
teachers. Areas of study will include (1) current philosophy and
principles of student teaching, (2) influence of interpersonal relations
during off-campus junior practicum and senior student teaching, and
(3) appraisal of teaching techniques fo r student and cooperating
teacher.
ADVANCED SEMINAR IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVIS ION
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - Parts I and II

501.98-99

6 s.h.

501.30
2 s.h.
The main obj ective of this course is to acquaint students with the
organization , content and use of New Jersey statutes Annotated: Title

A reading, research, and practicum seminar designed to bring
together advanced graduate students in the field of elementary administration and super vision for the purpose of exploring significant
problems in the fields of their graduate specialization . In conjunction
with this course each student, with the exception of those electing to
complete a graduate thesis, will be required to satisfactorily complete
a maj or pro ject or research paper that shows evidence of his competency
in his field of graduate study. This course is open only to full y admitted
graduate students maj oring in elementary administration and supervision who are nearing the end of their program of graduate studies.
Part I is a prerequisite to P art II. Enrollment is limited and advance
notice of registration is required. Students planning to enroll for this
course should complete the necessar y application form by March 1st of
the academic year preceding their enrollment.
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

501.20

3 s.h.

This course concerns itself with the relationship existing between the
elementary school and the community which it ser ves. The leadership
factor of professional education is emphasized. Methods of community
study and action are critically examined.
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL LAW

ADVANCED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM:
ITS THEORY AND APPLICATION

510.12

FIELD SERVICE PROGRAMS IN SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

3 s.h.

A brief histor y of the evolution of curriculum in the elementary
school furnished a background for the study of current factors which
influence curriculum development. Educational theor y, kn owledge of
child development, and social and economic factors are related t o
present curriculum practices. The influence of materials of instruction ,
community fo rces, and group pressures are examined. Principles and
methods of planning educational programs are developed and methods
of developing criteria are explored.
READINGS IN CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION

510.40

3 s.h.

Parts I and II

6 s.h.

510.62-63

This program is designed to be of ser vice to schools, school systems
and related community agencies and professional groups desiring
leadership in the study of professional problems of immediate concern
within their own professional settings. Observation within the professional setting will precede workshop, lecture and discussion meetings .
Related readings will be examined and follow-up activities will be
delineated and supervised. Enrollment will be limited to those individuals who are members of the professional gr oup requesting this
program. Students completing the course for credit will be required to
conform to all of the standards ordinarily applied to graduate
instruction.

This course is designed to provide the student with an opportunity
to critically explore in depth one or more areas of contemporary
education under the guidance of a member of the graduate faculty.

CURREN T PRACTICES IN ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION I
(Language Arts}

CONTEMPORARY EDUCA_TIONAL SYSTEMS

510.50

510.71
3 s.h.

The purpose of this course is to analyze representative European,
Asian , African and Latin American educational syste s in terms of their
historic, socio-economic and political settings and to relate them where
appropriate to the understanding of the educational system of the
United States.

2 s.h.

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring
basic course in the teaching of language arts in the elementary school.
The maj or emphasis is on current philosophy, methods, and materials
fo r guiding children in using oral and written English for communication and fo r creative expression.
a

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION II

SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION - Parts I a nd 11

510.55-56

6 s.h.

This course is designed fo r graduate stud ents who wish to explore,
in depth, the problems of education on the international scene. Attention
will be directed toward such problems as, (1) reducing illiteracy in
various sections of the world, (2) providing educational opportunities
for all peoples, ( 3) the reduction of international tensions throuo-h
0
education .

(Reading}
2 s.h.

510.72

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring a
basic course in the teaching of reading in the elementar y school. Maj or
emphasis is given to the study of developmental eading programs and
their application to specific classroom situations. The development of
reading skill and the integration of reading with all areas of the curriculum are given practical classroom application .

FIELD EXPERIENCES IN SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
Parts I and II

510.60-61

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION Ill

6 s.h.

(Social Studies}

This course is designed to give the student an understanding of the
purposes and functions of various community institutions and agencies,
including the schools. As a part of this course students will visit several
of these agencies, institutions, schools, etc. In addition , each student
will be encouraged to work with one of these groups so as to more
thoroughly understand its total contribution to the community and to
the public schools.

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring a
basic course in the teaching of social studies in the elementary school.
This course will stress the development of values and obj ectives of
elementary school social studies and will explore current methods of
curriculum organization and teaching.
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2 s.h.

510.73

and readings will deal with the nature of the child's creative development
and the implica tions this has for his education. Also considered will
be the practical aspects of program planning and classroom management.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION IV
(Arithmetic)

510.74

2 s.h .

This course is designed primarily for graduate stud ents desiring a
basic course in the teaching of arithmetic in the elementar y schools.
This course will stress the current psychology and teaching of meaningful arithmetic involving the use of numbers in the solution of
problems suitable for the elementary grades. The following topics will
be emphasized: the readiness program, the role of the pupil, discover y
and demonstration, the use of objective materials in developing concepts,
the rationalization of procedures and optimum mathematical development.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION VIII
(Health and Physical Education)

510.78

2 s.h.

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring a
basic course in the teachin g of health and physical education in the
elementary school. Emphasis will be placed on the recreational and
educational potentialities of health and physical education as they apply
to current practices in the elementar y school. Students will stud y the
obj ectives and aims for each grade. In addition, current methods and
materials will be examined.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION V
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS - Parts I and II

(Science)

510.75

2 s.h.

This course is designed primarily for grad uate students desiring a
basic course in the teaching of science in the elementar y school. The
maj or emphasis is on the critical review of past and current practices
in the selection and organization of curriculum materials for the science
resource unit. The class will be organized on a workshop basis to
coordinate the resource units into a science program for the elementary
school.
I

6 s.h.
511.18-19
This workshop is designed for elementary teachers who wish to
emphasize student-teacher planning, experimentation and demonstration
in their science teaching. Pro vision will be made for the planning of
units, the development of resources, the planning and organization of
experiments and the evalu ation of science teaching objectives.
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

2 s.h.

511.50
3 s.h.
This course will deal with a survey of traditional and modern stories,
poems, plays and informational materials for children. Methods of
helping children to use and enj oy literature will be presented.

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desirin g a
basic course in the teachin g of music in the elementary school. In this
course the students will study current music programs for children. In
addition , attention will be given to singing and r hythms; playino- and
reading music with simple melody instruments; and the use of°autoharps, rhythm instruments, and recordings. A repertoire of children's
songs will be acquired during the course.

511.60
3 s.h.
An inductive approach to the study of the English language, together
with a brief account of the historical antecedents of present-day
linguistics. Emphasis is given to the analysis of important grammatical
devices based on the modern scientific study of language.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION VI
(Music)

510.76

NEW PERSPECTIVES IN LANGUAGE STUDY

WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS OF NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING CHILDREN

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION VII

Thi s course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring a
basic course in the teaching of art in the elementary school. The
students will examine the current role of the visual arts in the educati on
of the child. Studio activities will include first-hand experience with
man y of the materials and methods which have application in the
elementary classroom. Emphasis will be placed upon the students' inven tiveness in using a variety of common materials. Lectures, discussion

511.65
2 s.h.
This workshop will consider the background materials and techniqu es
by means of which the classroom teacher ca n best meet the needs of
non-English speaking children. Among the topics which will be considered are the following: cultural background of non-English speaking
children ; community problems of housing, health , labor, courts and
social agencies; techniques used by school systems to help children and
parents; methods of teaching oral English; and methods of teaching
reading. Representatives from agencies and experts in the field will
serve as resource consultants.
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(Art)

510.77

2 s.h.

REMEDIATION IN BASIC SKILLS

3 s.h.
511.80
This course is designed fo r graduate students who wish to increase
their effectiveness in the teaching of basic skills to children requiring
remedial assistance. Emphasis will be placed on causal diagnosis,
foll owed by remediation of the various skills.

CREATIVE ACTIVITIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

ADVANCED SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

6 s.h.

A reading, research, and practicum seminar designed to bring
together advanced graduate students in the field of elementar y education
fo r the p urpose of exploring significant problems in the fi elds of their
grad uate specialization. In conjunction with this course each student,
with the excepti on of those electing to complete a graduate thesis, will be
required to satisfactorily complete a maj or project or research paper
that shows evidence of his competency in his field of graduate stud y.
This course is open only to full y admitted graduate students maj oring in
elementary education who are nearing the end of their program of
graduate studies. P art I is a prerequisite to Part II. Enrollment is
limited and advance notice of registration is required. Students planning
to enroll fo r this course should complete the necessary application fo rm
by March 1 of the year preceding their enrollment. \
MODERN TRENDS IN E·ARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

520.00
3 s.h.
An evaluation of modern practices in early childhood education.
The basic physical, social, and intellectual needs and interests of children
from four to ten years of age are analyzed . The question of what
constitutes a good school experience fo r these children is explored.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF NURSERY SCHOOLS

520.10

3 s.h.

Students will be helped to acquire a broad understanding of acceptable practices in organizing and administering a nurser y school. Areas
of stud y will include housing, equipping, staffing and fi nancing. P olicies
related to health and safe ty, admission, grouping, recording, reporting,
and school and community relations will be explored. Opportunity will
be provided for the study of the problems related to specific kinds of
nurser y schools such as the cooperative nurser y school, the da y care
center , and the private nurser y school.
BUILDING READINESS FOR LEARNING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES
~o ~

3 s.h.

520.45

Parts I and II

511.98-99

techniques fo r recognizing or evalua ting the readiness of children as
well as means of promoting such readinesss in various skills of reading,
arithmetic, writing, lang uage, and spelling will be covered . This work
will not only be helpful to the kindergarten or first grade teacher, but
will be fruitful fo r the teacher of the grades above these who must deal
with children who are not yet mature enough to profit from the more
fo rmal instruction in the subj ect areas.

3s~

This co urse will consider the materials and procedu res for providing
creative ar t activities consistent with the development and skills of
nurser y school children. Students will have workshop experi ences _in
the use of paint, cla y, fin ger paints, paper , wood and other art media .
Musical and dra matic acti vities for youn g children will also be consid ered. These experiences will be integrated with reading, discussion
and examples of actu al classroom use of the media with children .
SCIENCE EXPERIENCES FOR TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN

3 s.h.

520.50

A stud y of the child as an explorer experiencing a limited but
expanding environment. While consideration is given to pr ogram
design, collection of materi als, and methods of teaching, emphasis will
be placed on the design and presenta tion of firs t-hand learning
experiences in the field of science designed to ch allenge the pre-school
and early school child.
ADVANCED SEMINAR IN EARLY CH ILDHOOD EDUCATION
Parts I and II

6 s.h.
520.98-99
A reading, research, and practicum seminar designed to bring
together advanced graduate students in the field of early childhood
education fo r the purpose of exploring significant problems in the field
of their graduate specialization . In conjunction with this course each
student, with the exception of those electing to complete a graduate
thesis, will be required to satisfactorily complete a major project or
research paper that shows evidence of his competency in his field of
graduate study. This course is open only to full y admitted graduate
students maj oring in earl y childhood education who are nearing the end
of their progra m of graduate studies. Part I is a prerequisite to Part
II. Enrollment is limited and ad vance notice of registra tion is required.
Students planning to enroll fo r this course should complete the necessary
application form by March 1 of the year preceding their enrollment.
EDUCATION OF THE' HANDICAPPED

Explanation of the physical, social, emotional and intellectual readiness fo r learning of children in the first years in school. Specific

2 s.h.
540.10
Designed to acquaint the student with the current status and
historical development of services for the exceptional child. Modern
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educational practices are evaluated against a background of current
research dealing with the characteristics of children who deviate
intellectually, physically, socially, or emotionally from the norm. (This
course meets the special education certification requirement of Introduction to Education of the Handicapped. )
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HANDICAPPED

540.20

3 s.h.
Study is undertaken of the cultural and psychological implications
of various forms of exceptionality. The status of the exceptional child
in our society, and the impact of exceptionality upon the family group
are evaluated and related to the behavior of the child. Investigation is
undertaken of currently existing attitudes and stereotypes and their
relationship to personality development. Use is made of diagnostic and
case study material to develop insight into the behavior of the exceptional child. (This course meets the special education certification
requirement of Psychology of the Handicapped.)
COMM UN ITY SERV ICES FOR THE HANDICAPPED

540.40

3 s.h.
A sur vey and analysis of facilities and services provided by the
community to aid in the care, education and training, vocational
guidance and placement of the handicapped. Field trips will be conducted to selected institutions and agencies and their referral services
studied in terms of policies and program.
I
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES O F CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED
541.10
3 s.h.

Current trends in curriculum development for the mentally retarded
are reviewed and evaluated in light of research dealing with the needs
and characteristics of such children at different maturation levels.
Principles of curriculum development are reviewed and are applied to
the development of a functional curriculum for the retarded. As a part
of this course, students will be required to observe and participate in
,programs for the education of the mentally retarded.
MATERIALS , PROGRAMS AND METHODS FOR TEACHING
THE MENTALLY RETARDED

541.15

ARTS, CRAFTS AND DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES FOR
THE RETARDED

541.20

3 s.h.

The role of the arts and crafts in a program for the retarded is
analyzed. Emphasis is placed upon the development of sequential
activities commensurate with the abilities of the children an d upon those
activities conducive to the implementation of an integrated core program.
As a part of this course, students will be required to observe and participate in programs for the education of the mentally retarded.
TEACHING THE SLOW LEA RNER

541.28

3 s.h.

This course is designed to assist special class teachers in planning
effective instructional programs for the slow learner. Organization and
planning of instructional materials and activities, use of environmental
resources, selection of equipment and teaching aids, guidance, health and
welfare ser vices and other practical classroom problems will be considered.
THE EDUCATION OF TRAINABLE RETARDED CHILDR EN

54.1.30

3 s.h.

A co ur~e designed for teachers interested in teaching severely
retarded children . It includes historical review, philosophy and presentday development of educational facilities for severely retarded children.
It also considers organization and plannino- of proirram selection of
.
d
a
u
'
eqmpment an materials and the keeping of records and reports.
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FO R THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

541.40

3 s.h.

O~cupat~onal ed1:1 cation for mentally handicapped individuals;
techmques m volved m the use of materials and methods for teachers
and guidance co~ns~lo_r~
special classes will be considered; problems
an~ procedur~s m 1111tiatmg and conducting programs of voca tional
gmdance and Job placement will be discussed. Job solicitation, selection
and follow-up of mentally handicapped individuals will be emphasized.

o!

3 s.h.
The nature and needs of the mentally retarded and the goals of the
curriculum for such children are applied to classroom procedures and
practices. Emphasis is placed upon the development of methods and
procedures conducive to the implementation of an integrated core
program. Classroom management, record keeping and the role of
academics in such a program are discussed and stress is placed upon
the development and utilization of suitable curriculum materials. As a
part of this course, students will be required to observe and participate
in programs for the education of the mentally retarded.

.. Thi_s course deals with the problems of administration and supervision m large and small school systems with referen ce to t~e education
of int~lle~tually retarded_ children. It deals specifically with problems of
?rgamzation a?d clusten?g of cla_sses in large and small scho ol systems;
~n the ~creemng_ of ~h1ldre1: ; m school-parent relationship; in the
mtegrat10n of ad1unct1ve service (such as speech, guidance, recrea ti on,
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ADMIN ISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF PROGRAM S
FOR THE MENTALLY RETA RD ED

541.45

3 s.h.

and other areas with specialists) into a total program ; in phys_ical
problems; in super vision responsibilities and in co1?~unity cooperation.
This co urse would be valuable for all school admm1strators .
ADVANCED SEMINAR IN MENTAL RETARDATION

Parts I and II

6 s.h.

541.98-99

A readin 0()' r esearch and practicum semin ar designed to bring
toaether adva ~ced graduate students in the field of mental retardation
fo~ the purpose of exploring si~nifi~ant p~oble~ s in the field of their
graduate specialization. In con1unclion with this course eac~ stu?ent,
with the exception of those electing to complete a graduate thesis, will be
required to sa tisfactorily complete a major project or researc h paper
that shows evidence of his competency in his field of graduate study.
This course is open only to full y admitted graduate students majoring
in special education wh o are nearin g the end of their program ~f
o-raduate studies . Part I is a prerequi site to Part II . Enrollment is
limited and advance notice of registration is required. Students planning
to· enroll for this course should complete the necessar y application form
b y March 1st of the academic year preceding their enrollment.
TEACHING THE EMOTIONALLY AND SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED

Part I

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

543.18

3 s.h.

Consideration is given to the more serio us speech disorders of
stuttering, cleft palate speech, delayed speech aphonia, ~phasia, a~d
the speech of the physicall y and mentally handicapped. 1he course m
speech correction or a comparable course is prerequisite.
PHONETICS

543.20

3 s.h.

The speech sounds from the acoustics, visual and kin esiologic
approaches are studied. This is an essential course for teaching phonics,
for work in general speech improvemen t, and for aiding children with
articulatory speech defects.
AUDIOMETRIC TESTING AND HEARING A IDS

543.22

3 s.h.

Instruction in the methods and techniques of conductin g hearing
tests and of using hearing aids. Consideration is given to the relationship of hearing loss to speech and language and the attention that must
be given to remedial education procedures.

3 s.h.

542.21

A fun ctional course. It will center upon identification and recogniti on of disturbed maladjusted children in a school setting; the nature
and needs of emotionally disturbed and socially maladjusted children.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE EAR AN D SPE ECH
MECHANISMS
54,3.23
3 s.h .

TEACHING THE EMOTIONALLY AND SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED

Anatomy, p hysiology and pathology for those people who plan to
assist the speech defective or th e hard of hearing in training programs.
euro-anatomical consideration of speech will be included.

Pa rt II

3 s.h.

542.22

The second semester of a functi onal course intended to provide a
framework within which improvements in the education of the emotionally di sturbed , socially maladjusted may evolve: Cases _ typicall y encountered in the schools will be used to emphasize the importance of
early identification of problem situatio!1s; need for seekin ~ in~ormation
on factors contr ibutin g to these behavior symptoms; apph cation of the
principles of mental h ygiene to the _roles of ~he s~hool and ~he teache~;
utilization of the team approach m detection, m prevenllon, and m
referrals to appropriate treatmen t centers; special care for extreme
deviants. Part I is prerequisite to Part II .
SPEECH CORRECTION

543.15

3 s.h.

This is an orientation course for all classroom teachers. Attention
will be given to the recognition and treatment of speech disorders due to
~tructural, emotional, or mental conditions.
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NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE EAR AND SPEEC H M ECHANISMS

543.24

3 s.h.

A course for advanced stud ents in speech and hearin g therap y which
will demonstrate the basic concepts of neurophysiology and neuropathology and their clinical applications . The origins, growth development, and integra tion of the various neurological mechanisms r elated to
speech and hearing will be discussed and illustrated b y slides and film s.
The correlation of structure and fun ction in speech and hearing and the
r elationships with brain mechanisms will be studied. Current research
will be evaluated.
Prerequisites : Speech Pathology and Anatomy and Ph ysiology of
the Ear and Speech Mechanisms .
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ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICES IN SPEECH CORRECTION - II

CLINICAL PRACTICES IN SPEECH CORRECTION
Parts I and II

4 s.h.

543.28
2 s.h.
Prerequisite : Part I (Part II may be taken concurrently with Part I )

A two-semester course, g1vmg an opportunity for clinical practice
with different types of speech handicapped, in diagnosis, referral to
other specialists, training and treatment procedures. Prerequisites for
this course are: (1) Speech Correction, (2) Speech Pathology, (3)
Phonetics.

Demonstration and practice with different types of speech handicapped in diagnosis, referral to other specialists, and treatment procedures. This course is designed especially to give the advanced student
an opportunity to meet state and ASHA certification requirements in the
area of supervised clinical practicum.

54,3.25-26

ADVANCED SPEECH PATHOLOGY - Part I

3 s.h.

543.31

A detailed consideration of the nature, causes, treatment and
prognosis of the disorders of speech (stuttering, cleft palate, cerebral
palsy, aphasia ) . Neurological aspects of speech development will be
pre en ted which will allow for a stud y of differential diagnosis of speech
associated wi th mental retardation and congenital aphasia. Opportunity
will be provided to supplement discussion by observation of children in
the speech clinic. (Prerequisites : Speech Clinic and Speech Pathology
or their equivalents.)
ADVANCED SPEECH PATHOLOGY - Part II

543.32

ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICES IN SPEECH CORRECTION - I

3 s.h.

The second semester of a two-semester course which will provide
instruction concerning the various organic and functional disorders of
speech such as stutterin g, cleft palate, cerebral palsy, aphasia and
articulatory defects. The first semester is not prerequisite for the
second. Current literature will be reviewed and discussions will be
based on recent techniques in diagnosis and treatment. Special emphasis
will be placed on the differential diagnosis of speech disorders, concomitant disorders or a combination of these disorders. Durin g this
semester the course will deal primarily with the practical aspects of
stuttering.

2 s.h.

543 .27

Demonstration and practice with different types of speech handicapped in diagnosis, referral to other specialists, and treatment procedures.
Prerequisites : ( 1) Speech Correction
(2) Speech Pathology
( 3) Phonetics
This course is designed especially to give the advanced student an
opportunity to meet state and ASHA certification requirements in the
area of supervised clinical practicum.
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SEMINAR ON STUTTER IN G

543.40-41

6 s.h.

Analysis of major theories and research on stuttering. Study of
preventative principles for yo unger children and evaluative and therapeutic procedure in the clinic and school for older children and adults.
Clinical practicum, including diagnostic and therapeutic procedure with
stutterers will be an integral part of this course. Students are expected
to enroll for the year's course.
Prerequisites: Speech Clinic I and II or equivalent practicum
courses. Part I is prerequisite to Part II.
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EDUCATION OF THE NEUROLOGICALLY IMPAIRED CHILD

543.43

planning to enroll fo r this course should complete the necessary application form b y March 1st of the academic year preceding their
enrollment.

3 s.h.

This course concerns itself with the education of children with
neurological impairments. Consideration will be given to the character istics of the neurologically impaired child and to curricular programs
and educational methods and materials appropriate to his educational
development.
PARENT EDUCATION AND COUNSELING FOR PARENTS
OF CHILDREN WITH SPEECH DISORDERS AND OTHER HANDICAPS

3 s.h.

543 .50

A course designed to consider problems and practices in understanding and assisting parents of children with speech problems and
other types of handicaps. This course should be beneficial to speech
correction teacher s and all teachers who deal with handicapped children.
SPEECH DISORDERS RELATED TO DENTO-FACIAL ABNORMALITIES

3 s.h.

543 .60

This course will consider the anatomical, physiological, pathological, and psychodynamic principles of voice and speech as related to
<lento-facial abnormalities . The fa ctor s of growth,I development, and
maturation will be evaluated in respiration, phonation, resonance,
articulation , neurological and psychological integration , and audition as
integrated behavior patterns. Neuromuscular syndromes of abno rmal
swallowing patterns, tongue thrusting, and associated oral habits will
be clinically evaluated. The development of speech will be r elated to
various orofacial deformities. Current ther apies will be evalu ated. The
function and malfunction of the tongue will be evaluated on the basis
of recent resear ch . The Myodynamics and myopa thology of cleft lip and
cleft palate will be studied. As far as possible students of this course
will ser ve as clinical assistants in the Tongue Thrusting Clinic, m an
attempt to integrate clinical diagnosis with clinical therap y.
ADVANCED SEMINAR IN SPEECH CORRECTION - Part I

543.98

3 s.h .

ADVANCED SEMINAR IN SPEECH CORRECTION - Part 11

543 .99

3 s.h.

A reading, research, and practicum seminar designed to bring
together advanced graduate students in the field of speech correction
fo r the purpose of exploring significant pr oblems in the field of their
graduate specialization . In conjunction with this course each student
will be r equired t o satisfactorily complete a maj or pr oject or research
paper that shows evidence of his competency in his field of graduate
study. This course is open only to full y admitted graduate students
m aj oring in speech correction who are nearing the end of their pr ogram
of graduate studies. Part I is a p r er equisite to P ar t II. Enrollment is
limited and ad vance n otice of r egistration is r equired. Students plannin o
to enroll for this course should complete the necessary application for~
b y March 1st of the academic year preceding their enrollment.
INTRODUCTION TO GUIDANCE: PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES
AND PHILOSOPHY
544.10
3 s.h.

This graduate level course is intended to survey the history and
background of the guidance movement. Special emphasis will be placed
upon current p rinciples and practices, with particular attention beino
given to the significance of guidance activities in relation to the p urpose~
of the total school program.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL
PUPIL PERSONNEL PROGRAMS

544.30

3 s.h.

. A specialized stud y concerned with the or ganization and administrat10n of the pupil-personn el ser vices in schools. Principles, practices and
programs will be critically analyzed and evaluated.
GUIDANCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

544.40

3 s.h.

A r eading, resear ch, and practicum seminar designed to b r ing
together advanced graduate students in the field of speech correction
for the purp ose of exploring significant pr oblems in the field of their
graduate specialization . In conjunction with this co urse each student
will be required to sa tisfactorily complete a maj or proj ect or research
paper that shows evidence of his competency in his field of graduate
study. This course is open only to full y admitted graduate students
maj oring in speech correction who are nearing the end of their program
of graduate studies . Part I is a prerequisite to Part II. Enrollment is
limited and advanced notice of registration is required. Students

1:his course provides opportunity for the study of guidance ser vices
provided b y an elementar y school for children. Content will incl ude
both the s~rvices provided b y a~ or ganized guidance department, and
those provided b y a school which has n o such or ganized assistance.
Topics will include such items as (1 ) the n-ature of individual and
gr oup guidance ser vices, (2 ) the use of data available fo r case studies
( 3) organization of special ser vices, {4) r elationship of specialists t~
st~ff, ( 5) community agencies that ma y ser ve a school, and ( 6 ) r elationships (teacher , child, parent, administration ) involved in the functioning of guidance activities . Other topics · will depend upon inter ests
r epresented b y the class .
·
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INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING TECHN IQUES AND
THEIR EDUCATIONAL APPLICAJIONS

3 s.h.

CLINICAL PRACTICES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION
OF READIN G DISABILITIES - Part 11
546.16
3 s.h.

This course will consider the application of principles and techniques
of inter viewing and of counselin g to school situations in volvin g classr oom teachers, teachers of handicapped children , school nurses and
elementary school administrators. Members of the class will practice
interviewing one another concerning typical school problems.

A laboratory approach to the correction of reading disabilities with
~aj or ~mphasi~ on _identi?cation and instructional procedure involved
m specific readmg diffic ulties. Corrective instruction with pupils in need
of such help is included. Open only to students who have had 546. 15 or
its equivalent.

EDUCATION OF TH E GIFTED

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN READING
FOR TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN
546.20
3 s.h.

544.50

3 s.h.

545.10

A study of the characteristics of the mentally gifted, and an analysis
of their educa tional needs. The class will be carried on thro ugh group
and panel discussions, and workshop groups. Guest lecturers who have
been working with the development of programs for gifted children will
contribute to the course.
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GIFTED

3 s.h.

545.20

Toda y's school recognizes the need to know pupils as individuals, to
understand why they do what they do; to help them on the basis of this
understanding and to develop their reso urces to the maximum. To help
the gifted child we recognize his exceptionally high intellectual capacity
and his marked superiority in some special directions-as in art, music,
mechanics, or social leadership. It shall be the purpose of this course
through readings and evaluations of the contributions of psychology as
related to the gifted child to develop understanding, methods and
materials to aid teachers in their direction of the gifted child.

. A course designed t o help the experienced teacher perfect and
mcrease ~er kn?wledge _of sound techniques of teaching reading to
normal children m !he pnmary grades. Emphasis is placed on building
a pr?gram of readmg and reading readiness that will help to prevent
readmg _p~oblems rather than to remedy such problems after they exist.
P rereqmsites
: One course, and some experience' in the teachin bo- of
.
rea d mg.
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF READING PROGRAMS

546.60

3 s.h.
1:his c~urse is designed primarily for reading specialists but may be
of direct mterest to superintendents, principals, super visors and interested teachers. Emphasis is given to those administrative and
supe~vis~ry pra~tices that have proven effective in the improvement of
read~ng m_s tru~t10~ on the elementary and secondar y levels. Intensive
cons1derat10n 1s given to the relationship that exists between r eading
and other curriculum areas.

DEVELOPMENTAL TECHN IQUES IN THE TEACHING O F READING

2 s.h.

546.10

This course includes a study of the n atu re of reading and of new and
promising methods and materials of instruction . Stress is placed upon
enlarging background experience and vocabulary kn owledge, building
word analysis and perceptual techn iques, meetin g individual reading
needs, and studyin g reading difficulty with emphasis on its prevention
and remediation within the elementary classroom. (Prerequisite : a
basic course in the teaching of reading or its equivalent. )
CLINICAL PRACTICES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION
OF READ IN G DISABILITIES - Pa rt I
3 s.h .
546.15

A study of clinical practices in diagnosing fa ilure in reading, and in
impro ving remedial instruction. Students will administer, score, and
interpret va rious tests, compile case records, and plan individual programs in reading.
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547.15

AUDITORY TRAINING

3 s.h.
Special emphasis ""'. ill be }?laced o~ present theories, techniques and
method~. Dem?nstrat~ons_ ""'.111 ? e ~IVen to show the procedures in
developmg auditor y d1scnmmation m the aurally handicapped to the
full~st_ exte1;1t of their residual hearing. Each member of the class will
participate m two demonstration lessons. Prerequisite: Previous coursework in audiology.
PRINCIPLES A ND PRACTICES OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION

555.50

3 s.h.

~h~s course . is designed to acquaint classroom teachers and
admm1strat~rs with the underlying principles and philosophies of outd?or educat10n and conservation in public education . A historic overy1e~ of progra~ s ar ound !he country with emphasis on this movement
m ~ew Jersey will be provided. Guest speakers and field excursions will
be mcluded.
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EDUCATION AND THE HUMANITIES

3 s.h.

560.10

This course will focus on an examination of the humanities and their
relevance to education and to the conditions of modern man and the
modern world. The humanities will be considered in their historic
function as the liberating studies as well as in their importance within
the structure of contemporary education. Intelligent listening, viewing,
reading, writing and the skills necessary to understanding the relationships between various cultural forms will be stressed. Implications will
be drawn for teaching and related school activities.
SEMINAR IN THE HUMANITIES - Parts I and II

6 s.h.

560.88-89

Interdisciplinary readings, experiences, and discussions related to
the various fields of the humanities: Music, art, philosophy, literature
and history of ideas. Similarities, differences and inter-relationships
will be critically assessed. The long range goal of the seminar will be
to develop a sense of synthesis among superficially disparate compartments of human thought and experience.
ART IN HISTORY - Part

3 s.h.

561.11

A survey and analysis of the history of art fro its most primitive
beginnings to the decline of the Middle Ages. The arts of sculpture,
painting, architecture, and many minor arts will be considered not only
in terms of the history of their formal and symbolic development but
also in terms of the social, political, religious and psychological
influences which affected their development. Special emphasis will be
placed on the role of art as a means of direct communication of concepts
and values, not only between the artist and his society, but also between
the ancient peoples and ourselves. Visual reference will be provided by
photographs, slides and original works of art, supplemented by tours of
various public collections of art in the metropolitan area. (This course,
with the approval of the student's graduate adviser, meets the requirement of a planned elective in the general education area.)
ART IN HISTORY - Part II

561.12

will be provided by photographs, slides, and original works of art,
supplemented by tours of various public collections of art m the
metropolitan area.
TRENDS IN CONTEMPORARY ART

561.22

3 s.h.

This course begins its study of modern painting with the revolt of
the realists against the academic concept of art in 19th century France
and considers the succession of trends of art theory and practice of the
Impressionists, Post-Impressionists, Fauves, Cubists, Surrealists, Social
Realists, to the Abstract Expressionists of contemporary America. Each
phase of art is considered in its social and historical context as the arts
participate in the formulation and definition of the expression of its
times. While consideration will be given to sculpture, architecture, the
industrial arts, music and literature, major emphasis of this course will
be in the history of modern painting.
READINGS IN CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

562.15

3 s.h.

This .~ourse is ·designed to enable the mature student to explore the
literature of the present day, with emphasis upon independent reading.
Each student selects an area for concentrated reading and is responsible
for locating and selecting relevant materials. Group discussion and conferences with the instructor provide opportunity for reporting progress,
developing critical skills, and analyzing ideas.
ASPECTS O F THE NOVEL

562.25

3 s.h.

Examples of prose fiction from the Greek romance to the present-day
novel will be used for intensive and extensive reading. Consideration
will be given to such important contributing elements as the Greek
"character," the familiar essay, the legend, tale and myth. Psychological,
sociological, and other approaches will be used when appropriate.
English and continental novels of the last hundred years will be the core
of the course, although African and Oriental works will be included. Not
open to students who have taken English 374 or its equivalent.

3 s.h.

A survey and analysis of the history of art from the beginnings of
the Renaissance to modern times. The arts of sculpture, painting,
architecture, as well as many minor arts will be considered not only
in terms of history of their formal and symbolic development, but also
in terms of the social, political, religious and psychological influences
which affected their development. Special emphasis will be placed on the
role of art as a means of direct communication of concepts and values,
not only between the artist and his society, but also between these
societies, remote in time and location, and ourselves. Visual reference
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SHAKESPEARE, THE MAN, HIS TIMES
AND HIS LITERATURE

562.50

3 s.h.

This course is designed to provide a critical study of selected works
of Shakespeare. Although primary emphasis is on the works themselves,
attention will be given to the antecedents of Elizabethan drama, to the
Elizabethan theatre and its conventions, and to the society and culture
for which the plays were produced.
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CONTEMPORARY DRAMA

562.55

3 s.h.

A historical and critical study of significant theatrical forms of the
20th century and of the plays by the major modern dramatists. Consideration is given to the innovations in acting and producing techniques
as well as to the influences of the cinema on the theatre arts.

FOLK MUSIC AND THE RELATED ARTS

563.25

3 s.h.

The development of folk music as indigenous cultural expressions by
unschooled lyricists and composers in selected societies, including
American, will be considered in terms of sources, traditions and influences . Other native art forms will be similarly considered as parallel
social and artistic phenomena.

THE LITERATURE OF THE EAST

562.70

3 s.h.

TRENDS IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

Ancient and modern writings of the ear and Far East will be
surveyed in this course, with emphasis upon the literature of the
Hebrews, Arabs, Iranians, Persians, Indians, Chinese and Japanese.
Political and socio-economic aspects of the civilizations, along with
intercultural relationships between the East and West, will be considered
in depth where relevant. Special attention will be given to the great
variety of literary types, such as haiku, ghazel, fable and novel.

563.85

POETRY AND THE POETIC EXPERIENCE

564.01

562.80

The form and content of poetry are considered both in terms of the
creative processes and purposes of the author and in terms of the
resultant structured aesthetic experiences of his audience.

563.11

This course concerns itself with the study of contemporary music
in its various forms. Special emphasis is placed on the study of the
innovations in form and expression in the works of American, European
and Russian composers since Wagner. Music is considered as a cultural
element of its time, and is studied in its social and historical context.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HUMANISM

3 s.h.

MUSIC IN HISTORY - Part I

3 s.h.

I

3 s.h.

An investigation of Humanism as one of the alternative dedications
of Western Civilization. The course begins with the history of the
growth of humanistic and secular concerns and moves into an examination of the philosophic bases of this position. In addition , a major work
by John Dewey will be read as an illustration of Naturalistic Humanism
in contemporary American thinking.

3 s.h.

This course offers a study of the contributions made during the
medieval, polyphonic and classic periods of music history. I t includes
not only the music of Palestrina, Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven, but selected works by lesser known, significant composers.
Each example of music literature will be studied and interpreted in
terms of the social, political and cultural life of the period in which it
was created. The course therefore will be of value to those interested
in the social sciences, history, art, literature and music. Listening
experiences will be provided by recordings from the extensive record
library of the music department of the college, and by attendance at
concert performances.
MUSIC IN HISTORY - Part II

563.12

3 s.h.

The contribution of the major romantic, impressionistic, and contemporary composers will be studied through representative compositions. Each musical illustration will be interpreted in terms of the
social, political and cultural life of the period in which it was created.
The course, therefore, will be of value to those interested in the social
sciences, history, art, literature and music. Listening experiences will be
provided by recordings from the extensive record library of the music
department of the college, and by attendance at concert performances.
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THE HISTORY OF SO CIAL AND POLITICAL IDEALS

3 s.h.

564.10

This course examines some of the outstanding conceptions of the
" Good Life" advanced by various influential Western philosophers.
Among the social and political ideals discussed are those o~ Plato,
Aristotle, Dante, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau , Bentham , Marx, Nietzsche,
Lenin and Burnham.
READINGS IN EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

3 s.h.

564.25

Readin gs and critical analyses of significant contributions to the
field of educational philosophy. Emphasis is given to the works of
John Dewey and his successors, although consideration is given to
other leading philosophic positions.
PHILOSOPHIC INQUIRY

3 s.h.

564.30

An introduction to the principles and methods of philosophic
inquiry with a general analysis ~f the ~ethods of in~estiga_tion and
reasoning used in the study of ph1losoph1cal problems, mcludmg those
related to education.
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PHILOSOPHIES OF THE EAST
UNDERSTANDING GROUP BEHAVIOR - Part I

564.50

3 s.h.
A comparative analysis of the philosophic doctrines, religions, and
mythologies of the great civilizations of the East, with emphasis on the
disciplines of Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism.
READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY - Part I

565.35

3 s.h.
A course designed for graduate students interested in developing a
more comprehensive understanding of the forces that have played a
part in the history of this country. Part I will concern itself with the
hi story of the United States to 1860. Major emphasis will be given to
one or more selected periods or areas of historic inquiry. Represen tative
selections from the classics of American historical literature will be
considered.

570.23

Part I of a laboratory course designed to improve understanding of
group fun cti oning thro ugh readings, lectures, discussions, and
opportuniti es for laboratory practice in analysis of small gro up behavior,
the effect of th e gro up on the individual, and the skills and sensitivities
needed for successful participation in group effort. Special attention
will be given to actu al on-the-j ob problems encoun tered by course
participants in working with groups, and to analysis and practice of
group leadership skills. Of value to persons engaged in organizational
or committee work of any type: administrative, supervisory, and
teaching personnel from ed uca ti on, business and industry, community
organizations, public health, church and social agency workers, Board
of Education and PTA members, etc.

READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY - Part II

565.36

3 s.h .
A course designed for graduate students interested in developing a
more comprehensive understanding of the forces that have played a
part in the history of this countr y. Part II will concern itself with the
history of the United States from 1860 to the present day. Major
emphasis will be given to one or more selected periods or areas of
historical inquiry. Representative selections froml the classics of
American historical literatu re will be considered.

3 s.h .

UNDERSTANDING GROUP BEHAVIOR - Part II

3 s.h.

570.24

A continuation of 570.23. Part II will provide opportunity for (1 )
more extensive investigation into small group behavior theory and
research findings and their practical application to daily life situations
involving human interactions, (2) further practice in observing, analyzing and performing group membership roles and skills, and ( 3) more
intensive study of the specific on-the-job human behavior problems
facing course participan ts. Part II will be limited to students who have
completed Part I or its equivalent.

HISTORY OF EDUCATION

565.80
3 s.h.
A study of the European and American backgrounds of education ,
with emphasis on the evolution of the American school system. Traces
through European hi story important educational problems of modern
times as they have been affected by the forces of hi story by leading
education theorists, and by institutional practice.
METHODS OF HISTORICAL INQUIRY

565.90
2 s.h.
This course concerns itself with the critical analysis of methods of
historic inquiry. A specific historical period or area of historic inquiry
will be selected for intensi ve consideration. Researches and writings of
leading historians, dealing with this period or area, will be analyzed.
EDUCATION AND THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

570.10
3 s.h.
This course will deal with an interdisciplinary approach to the
behavioral sciences. The basic terms, concepts and results of behavioral
science theory and research will be examined, particularly to discover
their implications for modern educational practices.
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY O F CHILDREN

3 s.h.

570.31

This advanced course offers a critical analysis of an investigation
into the nature of human development with a view to developing a
mature understanding of how to work effectively with children in
contemporary society, including its schools. The importance of the
development of empathy and the empathic relationships will be stressed.
DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

570.41

3 s.h.

This course will endeavor to increase the graduate student's understanding of child development and the complicated and fascinating
phenomena of human growth. While it will deal generally with the
infantile area and late childhood and adolescent stages, the course will
emphasize the growth and needs of school children from three to nine
years of age.
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SEMINAR IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES- Parts I and 11

GROUP DYNAMICS AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

570.88-89

Parts I and II

6 s.h.

570.45-46

Thi graduate level course in group dynamics and educational leadership i intended primarily for administrative and supervi ory personnel
desiring a more comprehensive understanding of group interaction .
theory and its implications for administrative and supervi ory practices.

6 s.h.

This seminar is concerned with the study of current problems in the
behavioral sciences. Emphasis will be given to the critical examination
of current research and research method , and to the application of
research findings.
CULTURE AND LEARNING IN PRIMITIVE SOCIETIES

571.20

CLINICAL CASE STUDIES

570.50

3 s.h.

Clinical experiences in the construction and documentation of individual case studies of the atypical child, including such a pects as
hi tor y, diagnostic testing, and referral with the aim of promoting the
individual child's emotional, educational and social adju tment.

The study of the development of social life and customs in preliterate
societies, with special emphasis on the role of the learning process as it
relates to the formation and preservation of cultural pattern and to the
acculturation of the individual.
CULTURE AND LEARNING IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES

BACKGROUND IN INTERGROUP RELATIONS

3 s.h.

570.60

3 s.h.

This course is designed to give the essential background necessary to
a good understanding of intergroup relations. Students will be given
opportunity to select among the many subjects of study those which
they deem most helpful and practical. Procedures used will include
field experiences, readings, reports and di scussion . It is expected that
the areas of study will include cultural anthropology, racial and religious
prejudices, psychology of learning, group behavior, group dynamics
and social organization.

571.30

3 s.h.

This cour e is designed to help students tud y objectively the
development of social life and customs in contemporary societies, with
special emphasi on the role of the learning process as it relates to the
formation and preservation of cultural patterns and to the acculturation
of the individual.
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR EDUCATION

571.40
HOME AND FAMILY LIFE

570.65

3 s.h.

This survey course concerns itself with some of the fundamental
aspects of family life, including the changing American family, personality development, the changing roles of men and women, dating and
courtship, early marriage adjustment, and community agencies which
are organized to help families.
READINGS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES IN EDUCATION

570.80

3 .h.

3 s.h.

This course will tudy man in his social and ultural environment,
with emphasis on the constants and variants in human behavior involved in technology, social relations, lan guage, religion , art and other
aspects of cultures, the patterning of individual cultures, the processes
attending contacts between cultures, and the cultural determination of
personal behavior will be tudied as to their effects on educa ti on.
ADVANCED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

572.10

3 s.h.

This course will concentrate on an intensive program of readings
in the literature of the behavioral sciences and education. Building
interdisciplinary understandings, and drawing out practical consequences for education will be major concerns. Current journals,
books and ideas, as well as older materials, will be investigated.
Students will have opportunities to report on, analyze, compare and
evaluate their readings. Methods for communicating the findings of
research and theory will be discussed.

This cour e will focu on issues dealing with the urvival of the
person in mass society. An understanding of the concepts of identity
and anxiety in contemporary social structures will be undertaken. The
sources of identity and anxiety in the modern world will be identified,
and the role of the major social areas-work, politics, education,
religion, race, sex, and the family-will be di cussed. Emphasis will
be placed on the meaning of these concepts for educators, and the
practical possibilitie for educa tors to influ ence the future of modern
man.
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ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY O F ADOLESCENCE

3 s.h.

572.12

This course will examine current research and theory in the social
psychology of adolescence. Areas of study will include personality
development, group dynamics, ego -involvements, and social interaction
theory.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING

2 s.h.

572.21

The theoretical basis underlying clinical tests of intellectual ability,
aptitude, and adjustment are investigated. Current trends in psychological testing are examined and evaluated against a background of
historical developments in this field. Emphasis is placed upon the
educational implications of various test protocols. Opportunities are
provided for observation of test procedures and practices in administration of those clinical tests most frequently employed in an educational
environment.

572.43

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND ITS EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

572.44

3 s.h.

This course considers the personality structure, dynamics and
symptoma tology of emotional and behavioral deviants. The vari ous
neursoses and psychoses are presented and extensive analysis is made
of case material. Implica tions for education are considered. Not open
to st_udents who _ha ve completed a basic course in abnormal psychology.
(This course, with the approval of the student's graduate adviser, meets
the requirement of a planned elective in the general educa tion area.)

INDIVIDUAL MENTAL TESTS

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

3 s.h.

572.28

3 s.h.

This course considers the personality structure, dynamics and
symptomatology of emotional and behavioral deviants. The vario us
neursoses and psychoses are presented and extensive analysis is made
of case material. Not open to students who have completed a basic
co urse in abnormal psychology.

A study of the techniques of administering, scoring and interpretin g
the individual mental tests such as the Stanford-Bi et and Wechsler
Scales.

572.50

3 s.h.
A presentation of psychological concepts basic to the educational
aspects of growth and development with reference to critical examination
of theories and principles of learning as applied to the field of education .
Application is made to the major problems in this field by evaluation
of recent research and trends in m odern psychology.

THEORIES OF PERSONALITY - Parts I and II

572.31-32

6 s.h.

This course will consider various systematized conceptualizations
of personality. The chief emphasis will be upon Freud's psychoanalytic
theory of personality and its development; the neo-Freudian and social
psychological theories of Adler, Jung, Rank, H orney, Fromm, and
Sullivan; Murray's personology; Roger's non-directive theory; Murphy's
bio-social theory; and Lewin's fi eld theory. Extensive application of
each theoretical orientation to daily personality assessment. No t open
to students who have completed a basic course in personality theory.
PROBLEMS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR

572.40

3 s. h.

ADVANCED MENTAL HYGIENE AND PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

572.60

3 s.h.

This course is designed to incr ease the student's awar eness and
~nowledge of thos~ factors which influence personality development
m school and society: Selected writings of Freud, Jun g, H orney,
Fromm, Maslow, Lewm and others will be discussed. Considerable
emphasis will be placed on self-understanding as a necessary prerequisite
to the understanding of others.
ROLE OF THE CLASSROOM TEACHER IN TH E! DEVELOPMENT
OF PERSONALITY, CHARACTER AND MENTAL HEALTH

572.70

·

This course will attempt to assess individual behavior as a dynamic
system of interrelated functions . Emphasis will be placed upon systematized concepts of motivation, conscious and unconscious, and upon
the significance of frustration, conflict, and anxiety in behavior
dynamics. The character and meaning of individual defenses will be
analyzed and discussed. It is intended for school administrators,
principals and classroom teachers. Prerequisite: A course in theories
of personality or a course in abnormal psychology.

3 s.h.
A stud y of the development of personality traits throuah classroom
and sc~ool experience with emphasis on the role of the b teacher and
scho? l m the development of personality and character. Actual case
studies presented by the class will be used to demonstrate skills and
techniques in helpin g to understand and work with children more
effectively._ Prereq~isite: At _least a _prov_isional certificate, currently
employed m educat10n or havmg had prev10us teaching experience.
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7.5

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

3 s.h.

572.72

Study and experiences in the methodology of psychological theory
construction , particularly with regard to basic processes of learning and
its motivation variables.
EVALUATION AND THE LEARNING PROCESS

3 s.h.

572.75

Intended for scho ol staff, particularly those in instruction, this
course is designed to show the natural relationship of measurement
and evaluation to instructional objectives which are stated behaviorally.
The notion of evaluation as q part of instruction will be clearly demonstrated. Current techniques of measurement and evaluation including
objective and "subjective" tests, attitudes, grades and other evidence
will be critically examined and their limitations will be stressed, through
understanding of the broader notions of the "measurement process."
Working material and student activities will be oriented toward current
thought and scho ol practice.
SOCIAL SYSTEMS

3 s.h.

573.10

The work of this foundation course in sociology will be developed
by means of readings, observations and discussion . ocial phenomena
relating to how human beings structure their social relationships will
be systematically analyzed. Concepts to be included for study will be
status and role, structure and function , group and society.

3 s.h.

The customs, social institutions and value systems of preliterate
societies will be treated within the framework and operations of anthropology. (This course, with the approval of the student's graduate
adviser, meets the requirement of a planned elective in the general
education area. )
IMPLICATIONS OF SO CIOLOGY FOR EDUCATION

3 s.h . .

573.25

SOCIAL CLASS INFLUENCES UPON LEARNING

573.70

3 s.h.

This course includes lectures and group discussions dealin 0<> with
the problems typical of the maj or social class and ethnic groups in the
school. Starting with the basic socialization of the child in each of these
different cultures, and the relationships of each group to the American
status system, cultural influences upon performance within the school,
upo~ t~st p_erformanc_e, teacher-pupil relationships, discipline and
mollvat10n will be considered at length. Attention will be given, finall y,
to programs for the fast and slow learner , and fo r the in-service trainin 0o
_of teachers who work with different cultural groups.
WORKSHOP IN HUMAN RELATIONS - Parts I and 11

573.81-82

6 s.h.

. This work~hop will concern itself with applying theories and practice
m the analysis and treatment of human relations problems and interpersonal, interg:oup and intercultural settings. The relationship existing
between educat10n and human relations will be explored.
LABORATORY TRAINING PROGRAM IN HUMAN RELATIONS
Part I

573.90

CULTURAL SYSTEMS

573.20

times constitute the subject matter of this sociology course. Individual
research and reading will be directed to a close examination of rural,
urban, suburban and metropolitan t ypes of community adaptation.
Prerequisite : An introductory course in either sociology or anthropology.

This course is designed to assist the student in increasing his understanding of sociology and its implications for education. Consideration
is given to the school as a social system and to those sociological factors
affecting learning.

3 s.h .

. This course provi'.1es experience in small groups designed to contribute ~o understandi~g of : (a) oneself and one's impact on others;
(b ) feelmgs and behavior of other members ; ( c) conditions for effective
group operation; and ( d ) how larger organizations prevent, create
or resolve h_u1:1an_ relations problems. Emphasis is upon learn ing
through parllcipat10n a~d observ~tion , but this is supplemented by
short lec~ures and pertment readmg. Enrollment is limited. (This
cour~e, with the approval of the student's graduate adviser , meets the
reqmrement of a planned elective in the general education area.)
EDUCATION A N D CONTEMPORARY CIVILIZATION

580.10

3 s.h.

The nature of the community as a pattern of social relations, its
fun ctions, and the changing structure of the community in modern

This course will d~al_ with the study of the cultural patterns of the
modern world and their importance for educators. Modern educational
practices will be viewed as part _of the fabric of _a society, mirroring the
concerns and valu~s of that society. An analysis of the skills necessar y
for the understandmg of contemporary civilizati on will be undertaken
and practice in developing those skills will be an integral part of th;
course.
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COMMUNITY STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

3 s.h.

573.50

SEMINAR IN PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY CIVILIZATION
Parts I and II

580.85-86

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: TRAVEL IN EURASIA

6 s.h.

Thi s seminar will concern itself with a study of current problems
of contemporary civilizati on . Attention will be given to the examination
of current research and current research methods in this area. The
applica tion of research .findings to the problems of man will be discussed.

A comprehensive but unhurried tour of Eurasia with unusual
opportunities to meet the peoples of the countries visited. Meetings with
teachers and students in many of the countries will be arranged; v1s1ts
to homes, schools, and places where people work and play will be an
integral part of the tour. Six points of graduate credit _ma y be earn ed
by submitting tangible evidence of educational accomplishment.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: TRAVEL IN EUROPE

AFRICAN WORKSHOP

581.10

3 s.h.

A three-week program designed to give teacher s a background of
information about Africa, and to present teachers materials, teaching
aids, and methods by means of which Africa can more effectively be
presented in the classroom. Outstanding government leaders and educa tors will discuss the problems and plans of their respective countries.
Films and .field trips will be utilized to supplement the lectures and
guest speaker s. Employing both classroom and workshop techniques,
the program will include a sur vey of the geographical, hi storical and
cultural foundations of modern Africa b y Western nations; the role
of colonial powers in African economic development ; independen t
African countries; impact of Western culture on Africa; problems of
health, education and agriculture; the rise of African nationalism,
communism, Africa and the United ations.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICAN AFFAIRS

581.11

1 s.h.

This one-point course is designed to carry on further study and
discussion of the issues and topics raised in 581.10. Registration will
be limited to those students enrolled in 581.10.
INSTITUTE ON FAR EASTERN CIVILIZATION

581.21

6 s.h.

581.52

3 s.h.

This institute is designed to provide a systematic introduction to the
civilizations of China and Japan . Ma jor emphasis is placed upon China
and Japan, although Korea is considered. Dominant historical patterns
and special characteristics of each of these cultures are examined and
their relevance to an adequate appreciation of Contemporary Far
Eastern problems discussed.

581.53

6 s.h.

A comprehensive but unhurried tour of Europe, with special emphasis upon the arts of music and drama, and with unusual opportunities
to meet the people of the countries visited. Meetings with teachers and
students in many of the countries will be arranged; visits to homes,
schools and places where people work and play will be an integral part
of the t our. Six points of graduate credit ma y be earned by submitting
tangible evidence of educational accomplishments .
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION : TRAVEL IN AFRICA

581.91

6 s.h.

A comprehensive but unhurried tour of Africa with unusual opportunities to meet the peoples of the countries visited. Meetings with
teachers and studen ts in many of the countries will be arranged; visits
to homes, schools a nd places where people work and play will be an
integral part of the tour. The itinerary will include selected area~ ~nd
cities. Six points of graduate credit may be earned by subm1ttrng
tangible evidence of educational accomplishments.
CONTEMPORARY WORLD GEOGRAPHY

582.10

2 s.h .

This course is designed primarily for graduate students desiring
kn owledge of the basic elements of geography and of the relationships
between human culture and society and their geographic environments.
ot open to students who have completed a basic course in the fundamentals of geography. (This course, with the approval of the student's
graduate adviser, meets the requirement of a planned elective in the
general education area.)
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

582.30

2 s.h.

This one-point co urse is designed to carry on further study and
discussion of the issues and topics raised in 581.21. Registration will
be limited to those studen ts enrolled in 581.21.

This course presents the regional distribution of the world's resources
and industries. Stressing the role of man , it analyzes the distribution
and comparative importance of manufacturing and agriculture and
their relationship with raw materials, climate, power, land forms and
centers of population. By surveying a countr y's position in respect to
the above, the studen t will be able to understand economic development
and limitations in vario us areas of the world.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT IN FAR EASTERN CIVILIZATION

581.22

1 s.h.

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL SYSTEMS

583.11

THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE

3 s.h.

An obj ective anal ysis and study of major contemporary political
systems. Attention will be given to their differin g cultural bases and
to the complex of historical, social, economic, and intellectual components which have determined their development.
CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

583.12

The course will deal first with the pre-science era and will n ote
certain fundamental discoveries that were achieved by the empirical
method of trial and error. It will then note the growth of the scientific
method for discovering laws and generalizations in the astronomical,
chemical and physical fields. Finally it will deal with the modern era
when science research operates as a great corporate enterprise.

3 s.h.

An alysis and study of contemporary econ omic systems in their
historical, social and political contexts.
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS

583 .21

2 s.h.

Individual study and gr oup discussion of selected contemporary
American social problems, with a view to und erstanding better the
society in which we live. The educational implications of various social
problems will be discussed.
READINGS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

583.30

I

3 s.h.

Readings and critical an alysis of significant theoretical and research
contributions in the political sciences. Consideration will be given to
the r ole of political science in contemporar y society.

2 s.h.

585.20

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS

3 s.h.

591.10

This course is designed to supplement the mathematical background
of the n on-mathematician and thereby to increase his understanding of
mathematics in contemporary society. It will be organized in maj or
units cutting across the ordinar y branches of mathematics to include
( 1) understanding the structure and principles of operation of the
number system, (2) the history, instruments, and applications of
direct measurement and the methods of indirect measurement, ( 3) the
informational and computational aspects of financial mathematics,
(4) other problems according to interests and needs of the students
enrolled. (This course, with the approval of the student's gradua te
adviser , meets the requirement of a planned elective in the general
education area. )
NUMBER: ITS HISTORY AND THEORY

3 s.h.

591.20

A field study of the contemporary metropolitan community, including its suburbs. Typical elements of the urban community, such as
population , industrialization, housing, employment, government, public
services, education, crime and delinquency, and city planning are
analyzed and studied in context.

Historical info rma tion assists in understanding the development of
the decimal system of numbers as well as the acceptance of the HinduArabic numerals instead of other systems of numerals. A greater understanding of the arithmetic of numbers evolves fr om the study of the
Alo-ebraic structure of the real and complex number systems, and the
ar~ hmetic of various numeration systems, and modular arithmeti c. It
is the obj ective of this course to develop a greater insight in understandin o- the arithmetic of numbers by stud ying the historical development
otnumerals used to represent number, algebraic structure of arithmetic
and its applications to the development of number systems, arithmetic
of vari ous numeration systems, and the properti es of congruences.

THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ON CULTURE

THE PLACE OF ARITHMETIC IN CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS

THE CONTEMPORARY METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY:
A FIELD STUDY COURSE

583.85

3 s.h.

585.10

3 s.h.

In this course major emphasis is placed upon the role of science and

591.30

3 s.h.

technology in the development and transforma tion of various cultures.
This course will illustra te that, if placed in the proper historical perspective, we may infer fr om current world trends a fairl y consistent
drift toward a certain unifo rmity of world culture issuing fr om the
confluence of science and technology.

A course for teachers of elementar y school mathematics. The course
is intended to deepen the understanding of arithmetic, basic to the
structure of mathematics. Among the areas explored will be: number,
space, current philosophy and practices, textbooks and teachi_ng materials. Critical attention will be paid to the recommendatwns of
mathematics reform groups.
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INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS OF ADVANCED STUDY

RECENT ADVANCES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES

3 s.h.

592.11

This course deals primarily with the survey of recent scientific
investigation in the various areas of the physical sciences such as :
astronomy, geology, wea ther, molecular theor y, atomic theory, electronics, electricity, magneti sm, heat, water, sound and light.

595.90

3 s.h.

A student of demonstrated ability who has a special interest in the
subj ect matter of a particular co urse or major may be given permission
to undertake further study in the area, under supervision of a member
of the graduate faculty.
THESIS SEMINAR - Parts I and II

RECENT ADVANCES IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

3 s.h.

593.10

This course deals primarily with the survey of recent scientific
investigation in the vario us areas of the biological sciences such as:
Botany, Zoology, Physiology, and Microbiology. (This course, with
the approval of the studen t's graduate adviser, meets the requirement
of a planned elective in the general education area .)
LOCATING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

3 s.h.

595.10

A course designed to provide a basic knowledge of library research
in the field of education dealing with methods for their effective and
rapid utilization . It functions chieAy to establish ·eq uisite research
skills for successful work in professional education.
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS AND TECHNIQUES

2 s.h.

595.30

6 s.h .

595.91-92

This course is designed to provide the student with an understanding
of the role of audio-visual materials in learning. Major topics will
include selection, evaluation, and use of materials; administrative
problems in the care, operation, maintenance, and use of audio-visual
materials and equipment. Students will also have experience in the
operation and care of the equipment as well as in the preparation of
inexpensive audio-visual materials.

A semin ar dealing with the election of topics for thesis projects,
the collection and organization of thesis data, and the writing and
evaluation of thesis. Those enrolled in this seminar will meet alternate
weeks as a group. Each will also confer individually at least twice per
month with his or her thesis adviser. The thesis seminar will be offered
ann ually beginning in September of the fall semester and terminating
in June of the sprin g semester. Those not satisfactorily completin g a
thesis during two semesters will re-enroll for the thesis seminar each
semester until the thesis is completed. Enrollment in the thesis seminar
will be limited to those who have completed graduate courses carrying
a minimum of twenty semester points' credit. Part I is a prerequisite
to Part II.
EDUCATION AND VALUES

3 s.h.

596.10

An exploration of the role, actual and potential, of education in the
formulation , preservation, and change of cultural and personal values.
Special attention will be given to the inAuence on value forma tion of
vario us curricular patterns, teaching techniques, personal needs, and
certain key aspects of group power.

ACTION RESEARCH IN EDUCATION

3 s.h .

595.50

An action study in the identification, definiti on and exploration of
problem areas in the field of education , involving the fundamental
r esearch concepts in the collection , anal ysis and interpretation of data .
Studies will be conducted b y the students in laborator y and field
experiments, field studies, survey research and ex post facto r esearch
involving their individual scho ol environments. (This course, with
the approval of the student's graduate adviser, meets the requirement
of a planned elective in the foundation area. )
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